
2024 Primetime Emmy® Awards Ballot

Outstanding Comedy Series

Abbott Elementary

Acapulco

The Afterparty

And Just Like That...

Animal Control

Based On A True Story

The Bear

The Big Door Prize

Bob Hearts Abishola

Bodkin

Bookie

Breeders

The Brothers Sun

Chad

Colin From Accounts

The Conners

Cooper's Bar

Curb Your Enthusiasm

Diarra From Detroit

Dinner With The Parents

Dreaming Whilst Black



Extended Family

Frasier

Gen V

The Gentlemen

Ghosts

Girls5eva

Good Omens

Grown-ish

Hacks

High Desert

The Horror Of Dolores Roach

I'm A Virgo

iCarly

It's Always Sunny In Philadelphia

Julia

Killing It

Knuckles

Life & Beth

Loot

Lopez vs Lopez

The Ms. Pat Show

The Neighborhood

Never Have I Ever

Night Court

Not Dead Yet

Only Murders In The Building



Our Flag Means Death

The Outlaws

Palm Royale

Physical

Platonic

Rap Sh!t

Renegade Nell

Reservation Dogs

Resident Alien

The Righteous Gemstones

Shining Vale

So Help Me Todd

Son Of A Critch

Ted

This Fool

Tires

Twisted Metal

Underdeveloped

Upload

The Upshaws

We Are Lady Parts

What We Do In The Shadows

With Love

Wolf Like Me

The Wonder Years



Young Sheldon

End of Category



Outstanding Drama Series

Ahsoka

Alert: Missing Persons Unit

Alex Rider

All American

All Rise

Almost Paradise

American Rust: Broken Justice

Avatar: The Last Airbender

Average Joe

The Baxters

Billions

Black Cake

Blue Bloods

BMF

Bosch: Legacy

The Buccaneers

The Changeling

The Chi

Chicago Fire

Chicago Med

Chicago P.D.

Chucky

The Cleaning Lady

The Crown

Cruel Summer



CSI: Vegas

The Curse

Dark Winds

Dead Boy Detectives

Death And Other Details

Elsbeth

The Equalizer

Fallout

FBI

FBI: International

FBI: Most Wanted

Fire Country

For All Mankind

Found

Foundation

The Gilded Age

The Girls On The Bus

The Good Doctor

Good Trouble

The Green Veil

Grey's Anatomy

Halo

Harlan Coben's Shelter

Hightown

Hijack

Invasion



The Irrational

Joe Pickett

Justified: City Primeval

La Brea

Law & Order

Law & Order: Organized Crime

Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

The Lincoln Lawyer

Loki

Manifest

Mayans M.C.

Monarch: Legacy Of Monsters

The Morning Show

Mr. & Mrs. Smith

NCIS

NCIS: Hawai'i

NCIS: Sydney

The New Look

9-1-1

Outer Range

Outlander

Parish

Power Book III: Raising Kanan

Power Book IV: Force

Quantum Leap



Reacher

The Rookie

S.W.A.T.

Sexy Beast

Sho ̄gun

Silo

Slow Horses

Special Ops: Lioness

Star Trek: Discovery

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds

Station 19

Sugar

Sullivan's Crossing

The Summer I Turned Pretty

Swagger

3 Body Problem

Tokyo Vice

Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan

The Tourist

Tracker

Walker

The Walking Dead: Daryl Dixon

The Walking Dead: Dead City

The Walking Dead: The Ones Who Live

Warrior

The Way Home



The Wheel Of Time

Will Trent

Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty

The Witcher

The Woman In The Wall

End of Category



Outstanding Limited Or Anthology Series

Alice & Jack (Masterpiece)

Are the bonds between us stronger than the forces that would tear us apart? Alice & Jack follows two very
imperfect people who come in and out of each other's lives over the course of sixteen years.

Starring: Andrea Riseborough, Domhnall Gleeson, Aisling Bea, Aimee Lou Wood, Sunil Patel

All The Light We Cannot See

All The Light We Cannot See follows the story of Marie-Laure, a blind French girl and her father, Daniel
LeBlanc, who flee German-occupied Paris with a legendary diamond to keep it from falling into the hands of
the Nazis.

Starring: Louis Hoffmann, Aria Mia Loberti, Mark Ruffalo, Hugh Laurie, Lars Eidinger, Nell Sutton

American Horror Story: Delicate

In American Horror Story: Delicate, after multiple failed attempts of IVF, actress Anna Victoria Alcott wants
nothing more than to start a family. As the buzz around her recent film grows, she fears that something
may be targeting her—and her pursuit of motherhood.

Starring: Maaz Ali, Matt Czuchry, Cara Delevingne, Annabelle Dexter-Jones, Kim Kardashian, Denis O'Hare,
Emma Roberts, Michaela Jaé Rodriguez, Julie White

Apples Never Fall

Apples Never Fall centers on the seemingly picture-perfect Delaney family. Former tennis coaches Stan and
Joy have sold their tennis academy and are ready to start their golden years. Looking forward to spending
time with their four adult children, everything changes when a wounded young woman knocks on their
door.

Starring: Annette Bening, Sam Neill, Alison Brie, Jake Lacy, Conor Merrigan-Turner, Essie Randles, Georgia
Flood

Baby Reindeer

When a struggling comedian shows one act of kindness to a vulnerable woman, it sparks a suffocating
obsession which threatens to wreck both their lives.

Starring: Richard Gadd, Tom Goodman-Hill, Jessica Gunning, Nava Mau

Black Mirror

The sixth season of the dark, satirical anthology series Black Mirror.

Starring: Aaron Paul, Annie Murphy, Josh Hartnett, Kate Mara, Salma Hayek, Zazie Beetz, Michael Cera

Class Of '09

Set in three distinct points in time, a class of FBI agents must grapple with immense changes as the U.S.
criminal justice system is altered by artificial intelligence.

Starring: Jon Jon Briones, Rosalind Eleazar, Brian Tyree Henry, Kate Mara, Jake McDorman, Sepideh Moafi,
Brian J. Smith, Brooke Smith

The Continental: From The World Of John Wick

In a three-part event set in 1970s New York, Winston Scott is roped into an underground world of
assassins and must make things right after his estranged brother’s attack on the Continental.

Starring: Colin Woodell, Mel Gibson, Mishel Prada, Ben Robson, Hubert Pont-du Jour, Nhung Kate, Jessica
Allain, Ayomide Adegun



The Crowded Room

A psychological thriller set in Manhattan in the summer of 1979, when a young man is arrested for
shocking crime—and an unlikely investigator must solve the mystery behind it.

Starring: Tom Holland, Will Chase, Lior Raz, Jason Isaacs, Amanda Seyfried, Sasha Lane, Emmy Rossum

Dr. Death

Dr. Paolo Macchiarini, a charming surgeon renowned for his innovative trachea operations, meets
investigative journalist Benita Alexander, and they begin a personal relationship. As she learns how far
Paolo will go to protect his deadly secrets, a group of doctors halfway across the world make shocking
discoveries of their own.

Starring: Edgar Ramirez, Mandy Moore

Echo

Maya Lopez is pursued by Wilson Fisk’s criminal empire. When the journey brings her home, she must
confront her own family and legacy.

Starring: Alaqua Cox, Tantoo Cardinal, Devery Jacobs, Vincent D'Onofrio, Chaske Spencer

Eric

A desperate father, alongside a tenacious cop, battles his own demons on the streets of 1980s New York as
he searches for his missing nine-year-old son.

Starring: Benedict Cumberbatch, McKinley Belcher III, Gaby Hoffmann

Expats

Set against the complex tapestry of Hong Kong residents, Expats depicts a multifaceted group of women
after a single encounter sets off a chain of life-altering events that leaves everyone navigating the intricate
balance between blame and accountability.

Starring: Nicole Kidman, Ji-young Yoo, Brian Tee, Jack Huston, Sarayu Blue, Ruby Ruiz

The Fall Of The House Of Usher

Ruthless siblings Roderick and Madeline Usher have built Fortunato Pharmaceuticals into an empire of
wealth, privilege and power. But past secrets come to light when the heirs to the Usher dynasty start dying
at the hands of a mysterious woman from their youth.

Starring: Bruce Greenwood, Carl Lumbly, Mark Hamill, Carla Gugino, Zach Gilford, Michael Trucco, Mary
McDonnell, Willa Fitzgerald, Kate Siegel

Fargo

After an unexpected series of events lands Dorothy “Dot” Lyon in hot water with the authorities, this
seemingly typical Midwestern housewife is suddenly plunged back into a life she thought she had left
behind.

Starring: Dave Foley, Jon Hamm, Joe Keery, Sienna King, Jennifer Jason Leigh, Richa Moorjani, Lamorne
Morris, David Rysdahl, Sam Spruell, Juno Temple

Fellow Travelers

Decades-long chronicle of the risky, volatile and steamy relationship between the charismatic and
ambitious Hawk and the pious and idealistic Tim, two political staffers who fall in love at the height of the
1950s Lavender Scare.

Starring: Matt Bomer, Jonathan Bailey



Feud: Capote vs. The Swans

Truman Capote surrounded himself with some of society’s most elite women, whom he nicknamed “the
swans,” but his act of betrayal destroyed those relationships, banished him from high society and sent him
into a spiral of self-destruction.

Starring: Calista Flockhart, Tom Hollander, Diane Lane, Joe Mantello, Demi Moore, Molly Ringwald, Chloë
Sevigny, Russell Tovey, Naomi Watts, Treat Williams

Franklin

In December 1776, Benjamin Franklin is world famous for his electrical experiments. But his passion and
power are put to the test when he embarks on a secret mission to France—with the fate of American
independence hanging in the balance.

Starring: Michael Douglas, Noah Jupe, Eddie Marsan, Assaad Bouab, Daniel Mays, Thibault de
Montalembert, Ludivine Sagnier

Full Circle

A decades-old vow of revenge spurs a botched kidnapping that exposes long-held secrets in this
multicultural thriller. Taking place in present day New York but triggered by events from years ago, all
involved must reckon with their life choices as they realize what goes around really does come back
around.

Starring: Zazie Beetz, Claire Danes, Jim Gaffigan, Jharrel Jerome, Timothy Olyphant, CCH Pounder, Phaldut
Sharma, Dennis Quaid, Adia, Sheyi Cole, Gerald Jones, Suzanne Savoy, Ethan Stoddard, Lucian Zanes

Genius: MLK/X

Following Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X from their formative years to their rich, parallel stories as
they shape their identities and become the change they wish to see in the world; the two visionaries
ultimately rise to pioneer a movement.

Starring: Aaron Pierre, Kelvin Harrison Jr., Jayme Lawson, Weruche Opia

A Gentleman In Moscow

A Russian aristocrat is spared from death and placed on house arrest while the Bolshevik Revolution plays
out before him.

Starring: Ewan McGregor, Mary Elizabeth Winstead

Ghosts Of Beirut

Ghosts Of Beirut follows the hunt for Imad Mughniyeh, a Lebanese terrorist who evaded his adversaries in
the Mossad and the CIA for more than two decades.

Starring: Amir Khoury, Ned Bellamy, Billy Smith, Navid Negahban, Dina Shihabi, Dermot Mulroney

Griselda

Inspired by real events, this fictional dramatization shows Griselda Blanca’s journey from Medellín to
becoming "the Godmother" of Miami’s drug empire.

Starring: Sofía Vergara, Alberto Guerra, Christian Tappan, Martín Rodríguez, Juliana Aidén Martinez,
Vanessa Ferlito

The Idol

After a nervous breakdown derailed Jocelyn’s last tour, she’s determined to claim her rightful status as the
greatest American pop star. Her passions are reignited by Tedros, a nightclub impresario with a sordid
past. But her romantic awakening brings her to new heights and the darkest depths of her soul.

Starring: Abel Tesfaye, Lily-Rose Depp, Troye Sivan, Suzanna Son, Jane Adams, Da'Vine Joy Randolph



Lawmen: Bass Reeves

Lawmen: Bass Reeves follows the journey of Reeves and his rise from enslavement to law enforcement as
one of the first Black U.S. Deputy Marshals. Despite arresting over 3,000 outlaws, the weight of the badge
was heavy, and he wrestled with its moral and spiritual cost to his beloved family.

Starring: David Oyelowo, Lauren E. Banks, Demi Singleton, Forrest Goodluck, Barry Pepper, Dennis Quaid,
Grantham Coleman, Donald Sutherland

Lessons In Chemistry

In the 1950s, Elizabeth Zott's dream of being a scientist is challenged by a society that says women belong
in the domestic sphere. She accepts a job on a TV cooking show and sets out to teach a nation of
overlooked housewives way more than recipes.

Starring: Brie Larson, Lewis Pullman, Aja Naomi King, Patrick Walker, Stephanie Koenig

The Lost Flowers Of Alice Hart

After losing her parents to a mysterious fire, nine-year-old Alice Hart is raised by her grandmother June on
a flower farm where she learns there are secrets within secrets. But years on, an unearthed betrayal sees
Alice forced to face her past.

Starring: Sigourney Weaver, Alexander England, Charlie Vickers, Sebastián Zurita, Alyla Brown, Alycia
Debnam-Carey, Asher Keddie, Leah Purcell

A Man In Full

When Atlanta real estate mogul Charlie Croker faces sudden bankruptcy, political and business interests
collide as Charlie defends his empire from those attempting to capitalize on his fall from grace.

Starring: Jeff Daniels, Lucy Liu, Bill Camp, Tom Pelphrey, Aml Ameen, Diane Lane

Manhunt

A conspiracy thriller about the hunt for John Wilkes Booth in the aftermath of Abraham Lincoln's
assassination—as the fate of the country hangs in the balance.

Starring: Tobias Menzies, Anthony Boyle, Hamish Linklater, Will Harrison, Glenn Morshower, Lili Taylor,
Lovie Simone

Mary & George

Mary & George is a historical psychodrama about an outrageous mother and son who schemed, seduced
and killed to conquer the court of England and the bed of King James I.

Starring: Niamh Algar, Samuel Blenkin, Tony Curran, Laurie Davidson, Trine Dyrholm, Nicholas Galitzine,
Sean Gilder, Alice Grant, Jacob McCarthy, Julianne Moore, Mark O’Halloran, Adrian Rawlins, Tom Victor,
Nicola Walker

Masters Of The Air

During World War II, airmen risk their lives with the 100th Bomb Group, a brotherhood forged by courage,
loss, and triumph.

Starring: Austin Butler, Callum Turner, Nate Mann, Barry Keoghan, Anthony Boyle, Ncuti Gatwa, Josiah
Cross, Branden Cook, Bel Powley

Monsieur Spade

Twenty years after the events of the novel The Maltese Falcon, Sam Spade has retired in the small town of
Bozouls in the South of France. It's 1963, the war has ended, and in a very short time, so, too, will Spade's
tranquility.

Starring: Clive Owen



Murdaugh Murders: The Movie

Murdaugh Murders: The Movie follows the true story of Alex Murdaugh played by Bill Pullman, who was
found guilty of murdering his wife and son. For decades, the Murdaugh family were a local dynasty in
South Carolina, but behind all the power, Alex had many secrets.

Starring: Bill Pullman

A Murder At The End Of The World

Gen Z amateur sleuth and tech-savvy hacker Darby Hart is invited to participate in a retreat at a remote
location, but when one of the guests is found dead, Darby must use her skills to prove it was murder
before the killer takes another life.

Starring: Edoardo Ballerini, Alice Braga, Louis Cancelmi, Joan Chen, Emma Corrin, Harris Dickinson, Raúl
Esparza, Pegah Ferydoni, Jermaine Fowler, Ryan J. Haddad, Javed Khan, Brit Marling, Clive Owen

Nada

Manuel has been living with a woman who takes care of everything for him for decades until an exceptional
event forces him to change his routine and hire Antonia, an inexperienced young woman from Paraguay, to
help him with household tasks.

Starring: Luis Brandoni, Majo Cabrera

Nolly (Masterpiece)

Helena Bonham Carter stars as Noele “Nolly” Gordon, one of the most famous faces on 1960s/70s British
TV, whose firing from her hit show was front-page news. An exploration of how the establishment turns on
women who refuse to play by the rules, and a portrait of a forgotten icon.

Starring: Helena Bonham Carter, Augustus Prew, Con O'Neill, Mark Gatiss, Tom Bell, Antonia Bernath,
Bethany Antonia, Richard Lintern, Clare Foster, Chloe Harris

One Day

Emma and Dexter meet for the first time on the night of their graduation. The next morning, they go their
separate ways. Each episode finds Dex and Em, one year older, on this one particular date, as they grow
and change, move together and apart, experience joy and heartbreak.

Starring: Ambika Mod, Leo Woodall, Johnny Weldon, Amber Grappy

The Other Black Girl

Nella, an editorial assistant, is tired of being the only Black girl at her company, so she's excited when
Hazel is hired; but as Hazel's star begins to rise, Nella spirals out and discovers something sinister is going
on at the company.

Starring: Sinclair Daniel, Ashleigh Murray

Painkiller

A fictionalized retelling of events, Painkiller explores some of the origins and aftermath of the opioid crisis
in America, highlighting the stories of the perpetrators, victims, and truth-seekers whose lives are forever
altered by the invention of OxyContin.

Starring: Matthew Broderick, Uzo Aduba, Taylor Kitsch, Dina Shihabi, West Duchovny

The Regime

The Regime tells the story of one year within the walls of the palace of a modern European regime as it
begins to unravel. Starring Kate Winslet, Matthias Schoenaerts, Hugh Grant, Guillaume Gallienne, Andrea
Riseborough and Martha Plimpton.

Starring: Kate Winslet, Matthias Schoenaerts, Andrea Riseborough, Guillaume Gallienne



Ripley

Tom Ripley, a grifter scraping by in early 1960s New York, is hired by a wealthy man to travel to Italy to
try to convince his vagabond son to return home. Tom's acceptance of the job is the first step into a
complex life of deceit, fraud and murder.

Starring: Andrew Scott, Johnny Flynn, Eliot Sumner, Maurizio Lombardi, Dakota Fanning, Margherita Buy

Secret Invasion

Nick Fury learns of a clandestine invasion of Earth by a faction of shapeshifting Skrulls. He joins his allies
Maria Hill and the Skrull Talos, and together they must race against time to thwart an imminent Skrull
invasion and save humanity.

Starring: Samuel L. Jackson, Ben Mendelsohn, Cobie Smulders, Martin Freeman, Kingsley Ben-Adir,
Charlayne Woodard, Killian Scott, Samuel Adewunmi, Dermot Mulroney, Christopher McDonald, Katie
Finneran, Emilia Clarke, Olivia Colman, Don Cheadle

The Sympathizer

The Sympathizer is an espionage thriller/cross-culture satire about the struggles of a half-French, half-
Vietnamese communist spy during the final days of the Vietnam War and as he lives amongst (and spies
on) the refugee community in Los Angeles.

Starring: Hoa Xuande, Robert Downey, Jr., Sandra Oh, Toan Le, Fred Nguyen Khan, Duy Nguyễn, Ky
Duyen

The Tattooist Of Auschwitz

Inspired by the real-life story of Jewish Holocaust survivors Lali and Gita Sokolov, this event series follows
two timelines: 1942-1945 Auschwitz-Birkenau when Lali, a prisoner tattooist, and Gita experience love at
first sight. Sixty years later, a widowed Lali finds the courage to tell their story to a novice writer.

Starring: Jonah Hauer-King, Próchniak, Harvey Keitel, Melanie Lynskey

Them: The Scare

LAPD Homicide Detective Dawn Reeve is assigned to a new case: the gruesome murder of a foster home
mother that has left detectives shaken. Dawn is determined to stop the killer. But as she draws closer to
the truth, something ominous and malevolent grips her and her family.

Starring: Deborah Ayorinde, Luke James, Jeremy Bobb, Joshua J. Williams III, Pam Grier

True Detective: Night Country

When the long winter night falls in Ennis, Alaska, eight men operating the Tsalal Arctic Research Station
vanish without a trace. To solve the case, Detectives Liz Danvers and Evangeline Navarro confront the
darkness in themselves, and dig into haunted truths that lie buried under the eternal ice.

Starring: Jodie Foster, Kali Reis, Finn Bennett, John Hawkes, Isabella Star LaBlanc, Christopher Eccleston

Under The Bridge

Reena Virk, a fourteen-year-old girl, went to join friends at a party and never returned home. Six
teenagers were accused of the savage murder.

Starring: Lily Gladstone, Archie Panjabi, Riley Keough

The Veil

A spy thriller that explores the surprising and fraught relationship between two women who play a deadly
game of truth and lies on the road from Istanbul to Paris and London; in the shadows, the CIA and DGSE
work together to avert potential disaster.

Starring: Dali Benssalah, Josh Charles, Yumna Marwan, Thibault de Montalembert, Elisabeth Moss



We Were The Lucky Ones

A Jewish family is determined to survive and reunite after being separated in World War II.

Starring: Logan Lerman, Joey King

End of Category



Outstanding Television Movie

An American In Austen

Harriet’s wish to find her Mr. Darcy comes true when a shooting star magically transports her into the
novel Pride & Prejudice. But once she’s there, and left to meddle in her favorite story, can she find true
love before she accidentally destroys everything?

Starring: Eliza Bennett, Nell Barlow, Catherine Hannay, Nicholas Bishop, Toby-Alexander Smith

A Biltmore Christmas

A screenwriter visiting historic Biltmore Estate is transported to the 1940s set of the movie she’s
researching, where she becomes close to the film’s leading man and sets off a chain of events that puts the
entire production in jeopardy.

Starring: Bethany Joy Lenz, Kristoffer Polaha, Robert Picardo, Jonathan Frakes

Bosco

Sentenced to 35 years behind bars for attempting to possess marijuana, the film follows Quawntay “Bosco”
Adams as he miraculously escapes from a maximum-security prison to be at his first child’s birth.

Starring: Aubrey Joseph, Thomas Jane, Vivica A. Fox

The Caine Mutiny Court-Martial

The Caine Mutiny Court-Martial follows a naval officer who stands trial for mutiny after taking command
from a ship captain he felt was acting in an unstable way, putting both the ship and its crew in danger.

Starring: Kiefer Sutherland, Jason Clarke, Jake Lacy, Lance Reddick, Monica Raymund

Country Hearts

The daughters of country music royalty face a crossroads, pursue their dreams of performing, or help their
father run his horse breeding business. Amidst old flames, new love, best friends, and family—they’ll need
the strength of each other to face the future.

Starring: Lanie McAuley, Chris Jericho, Katerina Maria, Michelle Nolden, Brendan Morgan, Jeff Irving, Craig
Stickland

Dashing Through The Snow

Dashing Through The Snow is about a social worker for the Atlanta police department and the Christmas
Eve journey with his estranged daughter that helps him to remember the joy and magic of the yuletide
season.

Starring: Lil Rel Howery, Chris “Ludacris” Bridges, Teyonah Parris, Oscar Nuñez, Madison Skye Validum,
Mary Lynn Rajskub, Ravi V. Patel, Gina Brillon, Sebastian Sozzi, Kevin Connolly, Zulay Henao

EXmas

When Graham surprises his family by traveling home for Christmas, he is shocked to discover them already
celebrating with an unexpected guest of honor: his ex-fiancée, Ali. The two exes battle it out to see who
the family will pick to stay through Christmas Day and who must go.

Starring: Leighton Meester, Robbie Amell

Finestkind

Finestkind tells the story of brothers, who are reunited as adults. Desperate circumstances force the
brothers to strike a deal with a Boston gang. Sacrifices must be made and bonds between brothers,
friends, lovers, and a father and his son are put to the test.

Starring: Ben Foster, Tommy Lee Jones, Toby Wallace, Jenna Ortega



First Time Female Director

A first-time female director must fill the shoes of her problematic predecessor to avoid putting her play in
jeopardy.

Starring: Chelsea Peretti

Genie

With his life unraveling around him, Bernard dusts off a jewelry box and releases genie Flora, who might
just be able to help him.

Starring: Melissa McCarthy, Paapa Essiedu

Good Burger 2

When Dex's latest invention fails, his old buddy Ed welcomes Dex back and gives him his old job back.
With a new crew working at Good Burger, Dex devises a plan to get back on his feet but puts the fate of
Good Burger at risk once again.

Starring: Kenan Thompson, Kel Mitchell

The Great Lillian Hall

Lillian Hall, a beloved Broadway actress, has never missed a performance throughout her long, illustrious
career. Yet in the rehearsals leading up to opening night of Chekhov's The Cherry Orchard, her confidence
is challenged. People and events conspire to take away her ability to do what she loves most.

Starring: Jessica Lange, Kathy Bates, Pierce Brosnan, Lily Rabe, Jesse Williams

Heist 88

A criminal mastermind recruits a group of young bank employees to steal 80 million dollars in one of the
largest bank heists in US history.

Starring: Courtney B. Vance, Keesha Sharp, Bentley Green, Precious Way, Xavier Clyde, Nican Robertson,
Keith David

Kemba

A college student falls in love with a man, only to learn he is a drug kingpin who leads her down a path of
abuse and manipulation, placing her in the middle of the government’s “war on drugs,” and ultimately
landing her in federal prison. Based on a true story.

Starring: Nesta Cooper, Siddiq Saunderson, Michelle Hurd, Sean Patrick Thomas

Ladies Of The '80s: A Divas Christmas

Five iconic female stars from the 80s reunite to share the spotlight and shoot the final Christmas episode of
their long-running soap opera. But as old tensions resurface and secrets emerge, they must navigate
personal conflicts and unexpected twists, discovering the power of forgiveness, friendship, and the magic
of Christmas.

Starring: Loni Anderson, Morgan Fairchild, Linda Gray, Donna Mills, Nicollette Sheridan, Travis Burns,
Taylor Ann Thompson

Last Summer Of Nathan Lee

18-year-old Nathan Lee finds out he has brain cancer and asks his best friend Dash to document his
remaining life which he vows to live with passion.

Starring: Harrison Xu, Natasha Tina Liu, Matthew Mitchell Espinosa



Little Wing

Kaitlyn is reeling from her parents’ divorce and the pending loss of her home. She and her best friend hope
to solve her mother’s financial woes by stealing a valuable bird, but Kaitlyn instead forms a bond with the
owner that leads her to a new outlook on life.

Starring: Brian Cox, Brooklynn Prince, Che Tefari, Kelly Reilly

Love In Taipei

A young woman’s cultural immersion program in Taiwan turns out to be a liberating free-for-all known as
Loveboat where unexpected romance leads her to question her future.

Starring: Nico Hiraga, Ross Butler, Ashley Liao

Mary J. Blige's Real Love

Mary J. Blige’s Real Love follows 18-year-old Kendra and Ben at an HBCU in North Carolina. Despite
disapproving parents, financial hardship, and even an unexpected pregnancy, Kendra and Ben find
themselves falling hard for each other and ultimately learning the meaning of "real love."

Starring: Ajiona Alexus, Da'Vinchi

Mr. Monk's Last Case: A Monk Movie

Coming out of retirement, Adrian Monk, a private detective with obsessive-compulsive disorder, returns to
solve one last, very personal case involving his beloved stepdaughter Molly, a journalist preparing for her
wedding.

Starring: Tony Shalhoub, Ted Levine, Jason Gray-Stanford, Traylor Howard, Melora Hardin, Hector
Elizondo, Caitlin McGee, James Purefoy

Música

Based on star Rudy Mancuso, Música is a coming-of-age love story that follows an aspiring creator with
synesthesia, who must come to terms with an uncertain future, while navigating the pressures of love,
family and his Brazilian culture in Newark, New Jersey.

Starring: Rudy Mancuso, Camila Mendes

My Christmas Hero

An Army reservist and physician Nicole (Bure) is dedicated to helping returning soldiers recover from
battlefield wounds. This Christmas, Nicole is on a mission with an active duty officer (Hogan) to honor one
fallen soldier and bring much-needed healing to his family.

Starring: Candace Cameron Bure, Gabriel Hogan, Andrew Airlie, Aaron Douglas, Robin Dunne, Ken Kramer,
Kapila Rego, Teryl Rothery, Anthony Timpano

No One Will Save You

In this sci-fi psychological thriller, a young woman who’s been alienated from her community finds herself
in an action-packed face-off with a host of extraterrestrial beings who threaten her future while forcing her
to deal with her past.

Starring: Kaitlyn Dever

Pet Sematary: Bloodlines

In 1969, a young Jud Crandall and his childhood friends band together to confront an ancient evil that has
gripped their hometown.

Starring: Jackson White, Natalie Alyn Lin, Forrest Goodluck, Thomas Henry, Jack Mulhern, David
Duchovny, Pam Grier, Isabella Star LaBlanc



Please Don't Destroy: The Treasure Of Foggy Mountain

John Goodman narrates the adventure of Ben, Martin, and John, three childhood friends turned co-
workers, who fend off hairless bears, desperate park rangers and a hypocritical cult leader in the hopes of
finding a priceless treasure, only to discover that finding the treasure is the easiest part of their journey.

Starring: Martin Herlihy, John Higgins, Ben Marshall

Prom Dates

After going through breakups the night before prom, two best friends go on an all night bender to find new
dates.

Starring: Julia Lester, Antonia Gentry

Puppy Love

After a disastrous first date, Nicole and Max vow to lose each other’s numbers, until they learn that their
dogs found a love match, and now puppies are on the way. Mismatched Nicole and Max are forced to
become responsible co-parents, but may end up finding love themselves.

Starring: Lucy Hale, Grant Gustin, Nore Davis, Christine Lee, Al Miro, Michael Hitchcock, Jane Seymour

Quiz Lady

Quiz Lady is a comedy about a dysfunctional family and the game show which just might be the key to
their salvation.

Starring: Sandra Oh, Awkwafina, Jason Schwartzman, Holland Taylor, Tony Hale, Jon “Dumbfoundead”
Park, Will Ferrell

Red, White & Royal Blue

When the feud between the son of the American President, Alex Claremont-Diaz (Taylor Zakhar Perez) and
Britain's Prince Henry (Nicholas Galitzine) threatens to drive a wedge in U.S./British relations, the two are
forced into a staged truce that sparks something deeper.

Starring: Taylor Zakhar Perez, Nicholas Galitzine, Clifton Collins Jr., Stephen Fry, Rachel Hilson, Sarah
Shahi, Uma Thurman

Ricky Stanicky

When three childhood friends pull a prank gone wrong, they invent Ricky Stanicky to get them out of
trouble. Years later, they still use Ricky as an alibi for their immature behavior. When their families demand
to meet Ricky, the trio hire a washed-up actor to bring him to life.

Starring: Zac Efron, John Cena, Jermaine Fowler, William H. Macy, Andrew Santino, Jeff Ross, Anja Savcic,
Lex Scott Davis

Role Play

Emma has a wonderful husband and two kids in the suburbs of New Jersey–she also has a secret life as an
assassin for hire–a secret that her husband David discovers when the couple decide to spice up their
marriage with a little role play.

Starring: David Oyelowo, Kaley Cuoco, Rudi Dharmalingam, Bill Nighy, Connie Nielsen

Scoop

Scoop is the inside account of the journalism that landed an interview—Prince Andrew's infamous BBC
Newsnight appearance. From the tension of producer Sam McAlister’s high-stakes negotiations with
Buckingham Palace, to Emily Maitlis’ showdown with the Prince, Scoop takes us inside the story.

Starring: Billie Piper, Gillian Anderson, Rufus Sewell, Keeley Hawes, Romola Garai



Self Reliance

When a man is offered a million dollars to play a game in which hunters try to kill him, he thinks he has
found the perfect loophole: they can only attack when he's alone. His only problem is that none of his
friends or family believe the game is real.

Starring: Jake Johnson, Anna Kendrick, Natalie Morales, Andy Samberg, Mary Holland, Emily Hampshire,
Christopher Lloyd

Shooting Stars

The origin story of a basketball superhero reveals how LeBron James and his childhood friends became the
No. 1 high school team in the country, launching James’ career as a four-time NBA Champion, two-time
Olympic gold medalist and the NBA’s all-time leading scorer.

Starring: Wood Harris, Mookie Cook, Caleb McLaughlin, Natalie Paul, Algee Smith, Dermot Mulroney

Totally Killer

When the infamous Sweet Sixteen Killer returns 35 years after his first murder spree to claim another
victim, 17-year-old Jamie (Kiernan Shipka) accidentally travels back in time to 1987, determined to stop
the killer before he can start.

Starring: Kiernan Shipka, Randall Park, Julie Bowen, Olivia Holt

Turtles All The Way Down

Turtles All the Way Down tells the story of 16-year-old Aza Holmes, who suffers from anxiety and
obsessive-compulsive disorder.

Starring: Isabela Merced, Cree, Felix Mallard, Maliq Johnson, Poorna Jagannathan, Judy Reyes, J. Smith-
Cameron

The UnderDoggs

A washed-up former pro football star is sentenced to do community service coaching the UnderDoggs, an
unruly pee-wee football team in his hometown. He sees it mostly as an opportunity to rebuild his public
image but he may just turn his life around and rediscover his love of the game.

Starring: Snoop Dogg, Mike Epps, George Lopez, Kal Penn, Andrew Schulz, Kandi Burruss, Tika Sumpter

Unfrosted

Michigan, 1963. Kellogg's and Post, sworn cereal rivals, race to create a pastry that will change the face of
breakfast forever. A tale of ambition, betrayal, sugar, and menacing milkmen.

Starring: Jerry Seinfeld, Melissa McCarthy, Jim Gaffigan, Hugh Grant, Amy Schumer

Upgraded

Ana is an ambitious intern dreaming of a career in the art world, while trying to impress her demanding
boss. When she's upgraded to first class on a work trip, she meets Will, who mistakes Ana for her boss—a
white lie that sets off a glamorous chain of events.

Starring: Archie Renaux, Camila Mendes, Thomas Kretschmann, Gregory Montel, Lena Olin, Marisa Tomei

Vacation Friends 2

A sequel finds the newly married couple inviting their uninhibited besties, who are also newly married and
have a baby, to join them on an all-expenses-paid trip to a Caribbean resort.

Starring: John Cena, Lil Rel Howery, Yvonne Orji, Meredith Hagner, Carlos Santos, Ronny Chieng, Jamie
Hector, Steve Buscemi



Whatever It Takes

Four women experience challenges with friendships, love and motherhood during the holidays when their
lives begin to take major turns.

Starring: Kandi Burruss, Tami Roman, Brely Evans, AJ Johnson

Zoey 102

Now in her twenties, Zoey Brooks is still trying to figure out life and love. When Quinn and Logan announce
they’re getting married, the PCA gang returns to Malibu for an over-the-top wedding that turns into a high
school reunion for the books.

Starring: Jamie Lynn Spears, Erin Sanders, Sean Flynn, Matthew Underwood, Christopher Massey, Abby
Wilde, Jack Salvatore, Dean Geyer, Ms. Pat, Thomas Lennon

End of Category



Outstanding Talk Series

Black Girl Stuff

The Conversations Project

The Daily Show

Hart To Heart

Hot Ones

Jimmy Kimmel Live!

John Mulaney Presents: Everybody's In LA

Late Night With Seth Meyers

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert

The Pit Stop With Trixie Mattel

Real Time With Bill Maher

Tez On Ten

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon

Watch What Happens Live With Andy Cohen

End of Category



Outstanding Variety Special (Live)

The 59th Academy Of Country Music Awards

The 59th Academy of Country Music Awards took place Thursday, May 16, live from Ford Center at The
Star in Frisco, Texas. The ACM Awards gave fans an invitation to country music’s party of the year with
stars and live performances.

28th Annual ADG Awards

The ADG Awards are presented annually by the Art Directors Guild to recognize excellence in production
design and art direction in the film and television industries.

Amazon Music Live With Garth Brooks

Broadcast from the grand opening of Brooks’ Nashville bar, Friends in Low Places Bar & Honky-Tonk, fans
around the globe were given a front-row seat for one of Garth’s “Dive Bar” concerts. The special featured
Brooks performing new music, hits, fan favorites, and deep cuts.

The Apple Music Super Bowl LVIII Halftime Show Starring Usher

The Apple Music Super Bowl LVIII Halftime Show Starring Usher featured Alicia Keys, H.E.R., Jermaine
Dupri, Lil Jon, Will I Am, and Ludacris, performing across the field and three stages. The 13-minute
performance featured the songs “Yeah” “My Boo,” “Caught Up,” and “Burn.”

BET Awards 2023

The year's biggest artists are awarded for their work in film, television, music, sports and more during this
celebration of all things Black culture.

Christmas At Graceland

Musical tribute at Elvis Presley's iconic Memphis estate, featuring performances by top artists celebrating
the holiday spirit and the King's enduring legacy.

2024 CMT Music Awards

Country’s fan-voted award show live from Austin, TX with world premieres and collabs from Jelly Roll,
Lainey Wilson, Keith Urban, host Kelsea Ballerini, Cody Johnson, Brooks & Dunn, Sammy Hagar, Little Big
Town + Sugarland, Megan Moroney, Parker McCollum + Brittney Spencer and more.

Crunchyroll Anime Awards 2024

The yearly awards program celebrating the creators and performers powering the global love of anime.
This year 400 industry creatives, and celebrity presenters including Megan Thee Stallion, and director Bong
Joon Ho gathered in Tokyo to unveil winners chosen by judges and 34 million global fans.

81st Golden Globes

The 81st Annual Golden Globe® Awards hosted by stand-up comedian and actor Jo Koy aired live from The
Beverly Hilton in Los Angeles. The evening kicked off awards season and featured big wins for
Oppenheimer, Succession, The Bear, and Beef.

66th Grammy Awards

Tracy Chapman, Joni Mitchell, Miley Cyrus, Dua Lipa, Stevie Wonder, Billy Joel, and many more, came
together for the 66th Grammy Awards hosted by Trevor Noah. Celine Dion presented album of the year to
Taylor Swift who made history for the most album wins of all time.

The Greatest Roast Of All Time: Tom Brady

Offensive lines. Full-contact comedy. Kevin Hart hosts this all-star roast of NFL legend Tom Brady.



Katt Williams: Woke Foke

Telling truths and spilling secrets, Katt Williams lets loose in this no-holds-barred stand-up special.

Kiss - The Final Show - Live From New York

Kiss wraps up their 50-year concert run with a hometown show at Madison Square Garden, and gives a
special goodbye message to cap off their Farewell Tour.

Lainey Wilson - Live From Red Rocks

Lainey Wilson captivates a sold-out Red Rocks crowd while dancing and covering every corner of the stage.

72nd Miss Universe Pageant

The 72nd Miss Universe Pageant finals were held in El Salvador on November 18th, 2023. 84 delegates
vied for the prestigious “Force for Good” crown.

2023 MTV Video Music Awards

The 2023 MTV Video Music Awards honors the biggest names in music with performances, awards, and pop
culture-defining moments.

New Year's Rockin' Eve With Ryan Seacrest

Dick Clark’s New Year’s Rockin’ Eve with Ryan Seacrest celebrates the year’s very best in music with
performances, America’s favorite personalities and a look at New Year’s celebrations around the globe.

The Oscars

A global broadcast honoring the cinematic achievements of the filmmaking community. Hosted by Jimmy
Kimmel, the 96th Oscars featured 23 awards categories, notable presenters and performances of the year's
Music (Original Song) nominees.

People’s Choice Country Awards

The People’s Choice Country Awards recognized the best of country music chosen entirely by the fans.
Honorary awards were bestowed along with musical performances, collaborations, tributes and surprise
moments at the Grand Ole Opry in Nashville.

2023 Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame Induction Ceremony

The live broadcast of music's highest honor, featuring tributes and moving performances by Sheryl Crow,
MIssy Elliot, Willie Nelson, Chaka Khan, Dave Matthews, Olivia Rodrigo, H.E.R., Jimmy Page, and Elton
John.

The 30th Annual Screen Actors Guild Awards

The biggest names in film and television light up the stage at the 30th Annual Screen Actors Guild Awards.

TikTok In The Mix

TikTok In the Mix at Sloan Park in Arizona featured Cardi B, Niall Horan, Anitta, Peso Pluma, and Charlie
Puth. Offset made a surprise appearance. Emerging artists like Isabel LaRosa and Kaliii added variety,
showcasing diverse talent.

76th Annual Tony Awards

The Tony Awards scored big with host Ariana DeBose’s instrumental opening dance number, 14
performances and 14 awards using the unique power of performance and visual storytelling.



Travis Scott - Utopia - Live From Circus Maximus

A Travis Scott concert unfolds at Circus Maximus, where chariot races took place in Ancient Roman times,
and coincides with the release of his new album Utopia.

Unforgettable, The 21st Annual Asian American Awards

The 21st Unforgettable Gala celebrates Asians and Pacific Islanders in entertainment, the arts and culture.
UNFO honors the most impactful API artists of the year. This year’s show includes performances by
Common Kings and a Broadway medley, and award winners Charles Melton and Greta Lee.

Wu-Tang Clan & Nas: NY State Of Mind Tour 2023 At Climate Pledge Arena

Wu-Tang and Nas unite once again for a joint tour along with an appearance by De La Soul. Recorded live
from the Climate Pledge Arena.

End of Category



Outstanding Variety Special (Pre-Recorded)

AFI Life Achievement Award: 50th Anniversary Special

The AFI Life Achievement Award: 50th Anniversary Special celebrates a half century of the highest honor
for a career in film—a retrospective that marches from the golden age of Hollywood to the present,
featuring music, laughter and movie memories.

Alex Edelman: Just For Us

In the wake of anti-Semitic threats pointed his way online, comedian Alex Edelman covertly attends a
meeting of White Nationalists, coming face-to-face with the people behind the keyboards.

Amy Schumer: Emergency Contact

Amy Schumer gets real about lasering her face, postpartum sex, her baby-naming disaster and chewable
Viagra in this stand-up special.

Apple Music Live: Jennifer Lopez

Pop superstar Jennifer Lopez performs songs from her new album and some of her all-time biggest hits in
Los Angeles.

Audra McDonald At The London Palladium (Great Performances)

Audra McDonald performs some of Broadway’s greatest hits at the London Palladium, including “I Am What
I Am,” “Summertime,” “I Could Have Danced All Night” and many more. Joining McDonald is musical
director Andy Einhorn leading the 40-piece London Musical Theatre Orchestra.

Barry Manilow’s A Very Barry Christmas

Barry Manilow and his band celebrate the holidays at the Westgate Las Vegas Resort & Casino with
performances of Manilow's greatest hits along with several holiday favorites.

Billy Joel: The 100th - Live At Madison Square Garden

Billy Joel: The 100th - Live at Madison Square Garden was shot live at Joel’s record-breaking 100th
consecutive MSG performance. The 100th performance of Billy Joel's Madison Square Garden Residency,
dubbed the "greatest arena run of all time.”

Byron Allen Presents The Grio Awards

This primetime special celebrates icons and their contributions to America in film, music, television, sports,
philanthropy, and social/environmental justice. Honorees include Mariah Carey, Kevin Hart, Steve Harvey,
Dwayne Johnson, Misty Copeland, Eddie Murphy and Denzel Washington, with performances including Boyz
II Men, Jennifer Hudson, Patti LaBelle and Smokey Robinson.

CBS Presents The Super Bowl Soulful Celebration 25th Anniversary Special

Cedric the Entertainer and Tichina Arnold host the Super Bowl Soulful Celebration. Blending music and
football, performers include Earth, Wind & Fire and T-Pain, Kirk Franklin, Mary Mary, Robin Thicke, Mickey
Guyton, Rachel Platten and Players Choir.

Chappelle's Home Team - Donnell Rawlings: A New Day

Donnell Rawlings riffs on toxic relationships, getting older, visiting New Zealand and his secret to co-
parenting a young son in this stand-up special.

Chappelle's Home Team - Luenell: Town Business

Luenell sounds off on bad seatmates, first-class feuds, sockless babies and more travel mishaps in this
stand-up special.



Chris Fleming: Hell

Chris Fleming explores performance anxiety through musical comedy, Phil Collins anecdotes and absurdist
sketches.

CMT Crossroads: Hozier & Maren Morris

Maren Morris and Irish singer-songwriter Hozier swap stories, reflect on their 2019 collab and perform each
other’s most celebrated hits including “The Bones,” “Take Me To Church” and world premiere performance
of Morris’ “The Tree.”

CMT Smashing Glass

CMT Smashing Glass: A Celebration of the Groundbreaking Women of Music, the inaugural musical salute
honoring icons Patti LaBelle and Tanya Tucker with tributes to Aretha Franklin, Sinead O’Connor and Tina
Turner, featuring Amber Riley, Billie Jean King, Clint Black, Ledisi, Mickey Guyton, Sheryl Crow, The War
And Treaty.

The Daily Show Presents: Jordan Klepper Fingers The Pulse - Moscow Tools

As Putin continues his gritty reboot of the Soviet Union, he’s getting a surprising amount of help from the
party once led by Reagan. Jordan Klepper speaks to foreign affairs experts, possible Russian assets, and
probably Russian recording devices to find out whether Republicans have become the Kremlin’s useful
idiots.

Dave Chappelle: The Dreamer

From his onstage tackle to the slap heard around the world, Dave Chappelle lets loose in this stand-up
comedy special.

Dick Van Dyke 98 Years Of Magic

Dick Van Dyke 98 Years Of Magic commemorates the actor's career on his birthday. The star-studded
special honors him with musical performances from his movies, speeches, and video messages, taking
place on an exact replica set of Mary Poppins and The Dick Van Dyke Show.

Dina Hashem: Dark Little Whispers

Dina Hashem: Dark Little Whispers discusses everything from death threats and existential dilemmas, to
relationship problems, quiet people, and her upbringing as a first generation Arab-American.

DIVAS Simply Singing! Raising Health Awareness

DIVAS Simply Singing! Raising Health Awareness, an annual benefit concert hosted by Sheryl Lee Ralph
raises awareness and funds for programs that promote the prevention of HIV and other life-threatening
health conditions.

Dolly Parton's Pet Gala

Dolly Parton and Jane Lynch co-host this special featuring performances by music's biggest stars, and a
one-of-a-kind runway revealing the best in doggy fashion.

The Domino Effect Part 3: First Day Of School

In the next chapter in his comedy special series, The Domino Effect Part 3, Ali Siddiq tells the true stories
of his first few years of incarceration for drug trafficking.

The Domino Effect Part 4: Pins & Needles

Ali Siddiq delivers the final chapter in his comedy special series, The Domino Effect, with Part 4. This 2
hour special tells the true stories of Ali's last few years of incarceration for drug trafficking, how he started
doing comedy and his eventual release from prison.



Eric André Live Near Broadway

Eric André drags his anarchic comedy show across the globe with a star studded cast. Live in New York City
and extremely close to Broadway.

Formula 1 Las Vegas Grand Prix Opening Ceremony

The inaugural Formula 1 Las Vegas Grand Prix Opening Ceremony featured 10 headline music
performances, 7 mobile stages, 1000+ drones, fireworks, and the introduction of the LVGP Formula 1
drivers.

Gaga Chromatica Ball

Lady Gaga delivers a sold-out show at Dodger Stadium as part of her Chromatica Ball Stadium Tour.
Featuring fresh performances, complete with Gaga's dancing and choreography, set design, and costumes.

Gary Gulman: Born On 3rd Base

Gary Gulman offers up his insights on a range of topics—from growing up poor to pretentious suffixes—all
with a helping of his humor and absurdism. He sheds light on both lighthearted and serious subjects.

Gospel Live! Presented By Henry Louis Gates, Jr.

Gospel Live! Presented by Henry Louis Gates, Jr. is a musical celebration that honors the legacy and
influence of gospel music in America. The event, co-hosted by Gates and Erica Campbell, and featuring
John Legend, showcases contemporary secular artists and renowned gospel singers performing their
favorite gospel classics.

A Grammy Salute To 50 Years Of Hip Hop

A Grammy Salute to 50 Years of Hip Hop is a live concert special celebrating the 50th anniversary of hip-
hop. The tribute features performances from hip-hop legends and artists to celebrate the history and
cultural impact that hip-hop has made around the world.

Hamlet (Great Performances)

The Shakespeare in the Park production presents Hamlet, featuring Ato Blankson-Wood in the title role.
Also starring are John Douglas Thompson as Claudius, Lorraine Toussaint as Gertrude and Solea Pfeiffer as
Ophelia.

Hannah Gadsby's Gender Agenda

Genderqueer comics from around the world take the stage at London's Alexandra Palace in this comedy
showcase hosted by Hannah Gadsby.

Hannah Waddingham: Home For Christmas

Ring in the holidays with Hannah Waddingham as she welcomes special guests for a musical extravaganza
at the London Coliseum.

Heather McMahan: Son I Never Had

Heather McMahan tackles body image, drugs, sex, fertility, grief, and so much more in her debut special.

iHeartRadio Jingle Ball 2023

Celebrates the season with performances by the year's best recording artists, many of today's hottest
musical stars.

Jacqueline Novak: Get On Your Knees

Comedian Jacqueline Novak delivers a meditation on sex, coming-of-age and a certain body part in this
stand-up special.



Jenny Slate: Seasoned Professional

Jenny Slate: Seasoned Professional proves that being brave for love is worth it—even when it comes to
pushing out a baby, stalking your therapist, or trusting your partner to not destroy you.

Jim Gaffigan: Dark Pale

Jim Gaffigan continues to deliver fresh-yet-edgy material, ranging from funerals and family to balloon
rides.

Joe Pera: Slow & Steady

Pera returns to his standup roots, bringing his slow and gentle brand of comedy to the Opera House of
Williamsburg.

John Early: Now More Than Ever

In the style of a gritty 1970s rockumentary, Early performs stand-up and song covers from Britney Spears
to Neil Young, intercut with Spinal Tap-esque backstage sketches.

The 46th Kennedy Center Honors

The 46th Kennedy Center Honors celebrates honorees Billy Crystal, Renée Fleming, Barry Gibb, Queen
Latifah and Dionne Warwick. With the President and First Lady in attendance, the cast pays tribute to
honorees through stories, performances, and testimonies.

Kevin Hart: Reality Check

Kevin Hart performs from Resort World in Las Vegas while cracking up a live crowd through conversations
on his fame, Black Twitter and more.

Kevin Hart: The Kennedy Center Mark Twain Prize For American Humor

Comedy’s biggest stars gather to honor—and roast—Kevin Hart as he accepts the Mark Twain Prize for
American Humor. Guests include: Dave Chappelle, Jimmy Fallon, Tiffany Haddish, Regina Hall, Chelsea
Handler, Chris Rock, Jerry Seinfeld, J.B. Smoove, Jimmy Fallon and more.

Kevin James: Irregardless

Kevin James: Irregardless delivers a take on parenting, marriage, and getting older. James covers a range
of topics, from motivating children to put down their video games, to why he doesn’t trust technology, and
how many tater tots he can fit in his mouth.

Kountry Wayne: A Woman's Prayer

Comedian Kountry Wayne delivers a stand-up set about life as a dad of 10, how to know if a woman likes
you and why he keeps it real with Jesus.

Laugh Proud

Laugh Proud is a concert feature film spotlighting nine diverse LGBTQ+ comics each performing a short set
hosted by Jazzmun, a drag queen hostess with the mostest.

Leo Reich: Literally Who Cares?!

Leo Reich: Literally Who Cares?! blends songs, anecdotes, and anxious non-sequiturs in an attempt to raise
awareness about important social and political causes… or something.

Library Of Congress Gershwin Prize For Popular Song: Elton John & Bernie Taupin

Two-hour tribute to Elton and Bernie featuring 12 performances from Metallica, Garth Brooks, Joni Mitchell,
Brandi Carlile, Annie Lennox, Billy Porter. Joni sings “I’m Still Standing”, Metallica covers “Love Lies
Bleeding” and more.



Liz Miele: Murder Sheets

Comedian Liz Miele performs her newest one hour special about online dating, alive cats and dead cats and
traffic.

Matt Rife: Natural Selection

From his problem with protection crystals to his beef with social media trolls, comedian Matt Rife holds
nothing back in this stand-up special.

Michelle Wolf: It's Great To Be Here

Michelle tackles the clothing optional beaches of Barcelona, why she's jealous of lesbian relationships and
the lesson she learned from fabric softener.

Mike Birbiglia: The Old Man And The Pool

Comedian Mike Birbiglia dives headlong into mortality, medical tests, nature's pillows and an
overchlorinated YMCA pool in this one-man show.

Mike Epps: Ready To Sell Out

Mike Epps keeps it real as he riffs on poor personal hygiene, failing at infidelity and waging war on work
husbands in this stand-up comedy special.

National Christmas Tree Lighting

President Biden and Dr. Jill Biden join thousands in President’s Park to light the National Christmas Tree
November 30, 2023. Hosted by Mickey Guyton, the show features festive performances by Dionne
Warwick, Joe Walsh, Darren Criss, Samara Joy, Ledisi, St. Vincent, and the U.S. Coast Guard Band.

Neal Brennan: Crazy Good

Comedian Neal Brennan riffs in this stand-up special on crypto, social media flexes, sex compliments and
the link between greatness and mental health.

The New Divas: Live In Vienna

Five young singers from around the world come together at the Vienna Konzerthaus for a gala concert
performance featuring a variety of musical genres including opera, musical theatre, jazz and rhythm and
blues.

Nikki Glaser: Someday You’ll Die

Nikki Glaser dives into a wide range of topics including why she doesn’t want kids, the harsh realities of
aging, her sexual fantasies, and plans for her own death.

Pete Davidson: Turbo Fonzarelli

From his childhood crush on Leonardo DiCaprio to the disturbing gift he got from a stalker, comedian Pete
Davidson cuts loose in this stand-up special.

The Price Is Right: A Tribute To Bob Barker

A celebration of a television legend and his 50 years on the air, The Price is Right: A Tribute to Bob Barker
honors his legacy not only on the screen, but also his contributions to the welfare of all animals, big and
small.

Purlie Victorious: A Non-Confederate Romp Through The Cotton Patch (Great Performances)

Leslie Odom, Jr., returns to Broadway in a satirical story of the segregated South. The play also stars Kara
Young, Heather Alicia Simms, Billy Eugene Jones, Noah Robbins, Vanessa Bell Calloway and Jay O.
Sanders.



Rachel Feinstein: Big Guy

Comedian Rachel Feinstein talks about marrying a firefighter and the impact it's had on her life and family.

Ralph Barbosa: Cowabunga

Comedian Ralph Barbosa riffs on everything from his street-racing dream woman to his mom's lies about
moon rocks in this stand-up special.

Ramy Youssef: More Feelings

Egyptian American actor, writer and comedian Ramy Youssef offers reflections of the unexpected perils of
charitable giving, the 2024 presidential election, the importance of prayer, and other issues big and small.

Ricky Gervais: Armageddon

Ricky Gervais dishes out takes on political correctness and oversensitivity in a comedy special about the
end of humanity.

Rory Scovel: Religion, Sex And A Few Things In Between

Rory Scovel offers his observations on subjects from religion and sex to vaccines and parenting. Scovel
interweaves improvised moments with meta-commentary on the subtle art of stand-up as he riffs on the
awkward aspects of seemingly taboo yet universal topics.

Sam Jay: Salute Me Or Shoot Me

Newly engaged comedian Sam Jay gets candid about life with her future wife and the unknown stresses of
being "the man."

Shane Gillis: Beautiful Dogs

Shane Gillis riffs on his girlfriend's Navy SEAL ex, touring George Washington's house and being bullied by
an Australian goth.

Taylor Mac's 24-Decade History Of Popular Music

Taylor Mac performs a 24-hour concert that offers an alternative take on U.S. history, narrated through
music that was popular from the nation’s founding to the present with Mac transforming hourly through
decade-specific costumes.

Taylor Tomlinson: Have It All

Taylor Tomlinson talks about having your dream job, finding your perfect partner, dealing with anxiety and
insomnia all while asking the age-old question… can you really have it all?

This Is Me... Now: A Love Story

A narrative-driven, cinematic original which showcases Jennifer Lopez's journey to love through her own
eyes.

Tig Notaro: Hello Again

Tig Notaro: Hello Again is a stand-up special packed with awkward misunderstandings, health scares made
hilarious, and family moments with her wife and children.

Tom Segura: Sledgehammer

From his dad's unusual deathbed confession to watching his mom get high, Tom Segura tells candid stories
about marriage, mortality and more.



The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon: 10th Anniversary Special

A primetime special to celebrate 10 years of The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon including interviews,
games, performances and sketches featuring some of the biggest names in music, comedy and pop-
culture.

Tracy Morgan: Takin' It Too Far

Comedian Tracy Morgan tackles topics such as dating in his 50s, his dysfunctional family, attempting to
reverse gentrification in Brooklyn, and the very public 2014 car accident that left him with multiple broken
bones, a traumatic brain injury, and a substantial settlement.

Trevor Noah: Where Was I

Trevor Noah riffs on national anthems, derailing a German sightseeing tour and getting roasted in Paris in
this comedy special about his world travels.

Trevor Wallace: Pterodactyl

In his first stand-up special, Trevor introduces you to the real-life characters he’s come face-to-face with,
as he navigates male birth control, smoking oregano, his unique birds-and-the-bees talk, experiencing his
first Buc-ee’s, the red flags of dating, and the worst thing you could ever order on a date.

2023: Back That Year Up With Kevin Hart & Kenan Thompson

Kevin Hart and Kenan Thompson deliver unfiltered takes and a tsunami of jokes about everything that
happened in 2023, featuring sketches and a big musical number.

A Very Demi Holiday Special

Join us for a holiday celebration as Demi Lovato hosts a holiday special. This musical variety show features
performances, skits, and special surprises.

The Wonderful World Of Disney: Magical Holiday Celebration

Disney Parks brings holiday magic to life in this special led by hosts Derek and Julianne Hough, featuring
DJ Khaled, and performances by Mariah Carey, Michael Bolton, Mickey Guyton, Ariana DeBose, Adam
Blackstone, Andra Day, Chris Janson, Tori Kelly, Chrissy Metz, The Smashing Pumpkins, Robin Thicke, and
Iam Tongi.

Worst Daddy In The World

Watch David's new stand-up special shot at his recent Worst Daddy in the World tour stop in Chicago, IL at
The Metro.

Zainab Johnson: Hijabs Off

Zainab Johnson blends relatable stories, sharp wit, and social commentary into her unique style of stand-
up comedy. Her debut special Hijabs Off explores her identity as a Black female Muslim, having 12 siblings,
and growing up in Harlem.

End of Category



Outstanding Short Form Comedy, Drama Or Variety Series

Caesar's Special

After almost dumping her therapist, this season finds Jessica considering unsolicited advice to change her
outlook on life.

Carpool Karaoke: The Series

Each episode features celebrities sharing a car, singing along to their personal playlists, and embarking on
adventures.

Desi Lydic Foxsplains - The Daily Show

Desi Lydic Foxsplains answers the question: What would it look like if someone binge-watched Fox News
for 24+ hours straight? Desi Lydic delivers hard truths about everything from Trump's trials and Taylor &
Travis's plot to take over America, and asks the questions the mainstream media refuses to ask.

Disney Launchpad: Shorts Incubator

Disney Launchpad season 2 is a collection of live-action shorts from a new generation of filmmakers, from
underrepresented backgrounds, who were given the opportunity to share their perspectives and creative
visions.

The Eric Andre Show

On a dingy public-access channel within an alternate reality, the Eric Andre Show features a mix of actual
celebrities, fake celebrities and real-life weirdos broken up with deranged man-on-the-street segments,
flashes of studio chaos, talk show desk-pieces and the deconstruction of late night’s most beloved trope.

Fallout: Vault Seller’s Survival Guide

A step-by-step career walkthrough with a focus on what really matters, produced by Vault-Tec senior
junior VP Bud Askins.

For All Mankind: Leap Into A New Millennium

For All Mankind: Leap Into a New Millennium is a short-form series designed for fans of the Apple TV+
drama. These fictional newscasts tease future storylines while building out the alternate history of the
show world.

From One, To Tenn.

Discover the soul of Americana music in From One, To Tenn., where 16 artists bring their original songs to
life in acoustic performances at Nashville's Schermerhorn Symphony Center during AmericanaFest 2023.

Good Mythical Morning With Rhett & Link

Every Monday-Friday, hosts Rhett & Link eat truly unbelievable things, compete in original games with
celebrity guests, explore surprising new products and trends, and much more.

Keith vs.

A webseries about Keith Powell's life and how he's pretty much against everything and everyone. With the
exception of his wife… sometimes.

Late Night With Seth Meyers Corrections

All week Seth personally reads all the online comments about Late Night. Once the studio audience ushers
out after a Thursday taping, Seth records Corrections and it only airs on YouTube for the commenters
he refers to as jackals. For twenty minutes a week, Seth gets the last word.



Only Murders In The Building: One Killer Question

You have questions. We have answer. One Killer Question is back to tackle this season of Only Murders in
the Building with host Michael Cyril Creighton.

Pepito's America Mamadas

Pepito navigates chaotic antics with his troublemaking friends: Chance, the chill stoner and visual artist;
clueless chiseled bird-brained Beau; and his rowdy barrio neighbors. Pepito's Mamadas captures their
misadventures in vignettes, offering a glimpse into the absurdity of Pepito's Mamadas escapades.

The Randy Rainbow Show

The Randy Rainbow Show, a series of topical spoofs and parodies, includes Donald in the John With Boxes,
Don't Arraign On His Parade, Randy Rainbow for President! and more.

Real Time With Bill Maher: Overtime

Bill Maher and his guests continue their Real Time roundtable discussion after the show.

RZR

Grimm develops a neural implant to download and process data instantaneously through his cerebrum.
This device allows him to compromise infrastructures and criminal organizations in a dystopian Los
Angeles. What he believes can save mankind, creates more chaos than good.

The Tonight Show: During Commercial Break

Jimmy Fallon, The Roots and celebrity guests keep the show going During Commercial Break with a variety
of planned and impromptu short form segments exclusively for online audiences.

Very Important People

Comedians are given makeovers to be transformed into someone completely new, and then have a fully-
improvised interview with host Vic Michaelis.

End of Category



Outstanding Short Form Nonfiction Or Reality Series

After The Cut - The Daily Show

After the Cut is the next iteration of The Daily Show’s digital series Between the Scenes. The series gives
fans a glimpse into the conversations between The Daily Show hosts and the in-studio audience after the
camera cuts to commercial.

The Crown: Marking The End Of A Royal Epic

Look back on eight years of The Crown, with insights and memories from creators, cast and crew. This six-
part examination looks at the show's evolving ensemble of actors, the artisan visions that brought the
Royals' story to life, and the cultural impact.

Exploring The Sympathizer

Exploring The Sympathizer is a behind-the-scenes look at the dynamic world-building of The Sympathizer.
It leverages a range of interviews and addresses topics as varied as sets, costumes, narrative, and
authentic voices. The series dives deep, not just in exposing cinematic magic, but in why these stories
must be told.

Fallout: Inside The Vault

This six-part featurette series goes behind-the-scenes of the adaptation of the video game franchise with
the storytellers and artisans who brought the classic game to life, from console-to-camera.

Fargo – Inside Installment Five

There’s nice, and there’s Minnesota nice. Get a peek behind the scenes of Installment Five.

Feud: Capote vs. The Swans – Portraits Of A Swan

Elegance and excess. Go behind the scenes of Feud: Capote vs. The Swans.

Hacks: Bit By Bit

Hacks: Bit by Bit is a nine-part episode specific series that follows each installment of Hacks' third season.
They blend interviews from Paul W. Downs, Lucia Aniello, and Jen Statsky showing footage, outtakes, and
production moments from set, giving an exclusive backstage pass to the making of Hacks.

Huge If True

Huge If True is an optimistic show about technology. In every episode, host Cleo Abram explores one
major innovation and answers the question: What could go right? Huge If True is an antidote to the doom
and gloom, helping a wide audience see better futures they can help build.

Justified – Shaping The Season

The badge is back. Go behind the scenes of Justified: City Primeval.

Lessons In Chemistry - She Made This

Celebrate the women behind and in front of the camera of Lessons in Chemistry.

A Murder At The End Of The World – Inside The Season

Journey across landscapes of snow and sand behind the scenes of A Murder at the End of the World.

Reality Check

Reality Check is a weekly YouTube series hosted by digital creators and comedians Amanda McCants, Rob
Anderson and Trevor Wallace, that breaks down and reviews exciting reality series – but also sees our
hosts do wild and hilarious challenges with stars from the very shows they’re covering!



The Regime: Behind The Reign

Kate Winslet, Will Tracy, and the rest of the cast and crew give fans an inside look at the making of The
Regime by breaking down the major themes, plot points and anecdotes behind the series.

Reservation Dogs – Defining The Spirit

Wanna see how Reservation Dogs gets made? Skoden.

RuPaul's Drag Race: Fashion Photo RuView

Drag Race alumni Raja and Raven toot or boot the fashion worn on the runway of RuPaul's Drag Race
Season 16.

Saturday Night Live Presents: Behind The Sketch

This series goes behind the scenes at Saturday Night Live to show how pre-taped and live sketches are
made. Each episode follows the cast, crew, and post-production team as they produce a sketch in just a
few days.

Shōgun – The Making Of Shōgun

Witness the authenticity and artistry behind the scenes of Shōgun.

3 Body Problem: Inside The Episodes

In this eight-part series, D.B. Weiss, David Benioff, and Alexander Woo are joined by cast and crew to offer
fans a behind-the-scenes analysis and look back at each episode of 3 Body Problem.

Top Chef: Last Chance Kitchen

Top Chef: Last Chance Kitchen returns with higher stakes and bigger challenges. Tom Colicchio puts
eliminated chefs to the ultimate foodie test, including multiple opportunities to cook their way back into the
Top Chef kitchen.

Top Chef: The Dish With Kish

Kristen Kish hosts Top Chef: The Dish with Kish, a weekly show discussing Top Chef episodes, featuring
guest chefs creating unique dishes inspired by challenges.

Variety's Know Their Lines

Popular actors, musicians, and writers put their knowledge to the test and identify lines from some of their
most memorable projects.

Whatcha Packin' With Michelle Visage

After each queen is eliminated from RuPaul’s Drag Race, their first stop is with judge Michelle Visage to
discuss their journey on the season and reveal amazing looks they packed but didn’t get to feature.
Celebrate each queen’s fashion and hear how they feel about their elimination on Whatcha Packin’.

End of Category



Outstanding Hosted Nonfiction Series Or Special

Art Happens Here With John Lithgow

Actor John Lithgow goes back to school to demonstrate the transformative power of arts education. He
immerses himself with teachers and students to explore four arts disciplines: dance, ceramics, silk-screen
printing and vocal jazz ensemble. The special celebrates how arts education nurtures and inspires students
of all ages.

Beauty Beneath The Pyramids

Host, Davina Potratz, journeys through Egypt's ancient allure, exploring how its innovative contributions
have sculpted the ideals and rituals of beauty that resonate through time.

A Brief History Of The Future

A Brief History of the Future is about our futures and how to reimagine them. Hosted by Ari Wallach, the
show invites viewers on a journey around the world that is filled with discovery, hope, and possibility about
where we find ourselves today and what could come next.

Conan O’Brien Must Go

The series features Conan O’Brien visiting new friends he’s met through his podcast, Conan O’Brien Needs
a Fan, where he dives deep with listeners from around the world. Making stops in Norway, Argentina,
Thailand, and Ireland, O’Brien surprises his most memorable fans while taking in local culture, cuisine, and
sights.

De La Calle

De La Calle is a documentary series hosted by journalist Nick Barili that journeys into the Latin diaspora to
explore and humanize the cultural evolution of Rap, Reggaeton, Latin trap, Cumbia and other genres that
have become a global revolution.

The Express Way With Dulé Hill

Led by Dulé Hill, the series explores the transformative power of the arts.

Finding Your Roots With Henry Louis Gates Jr.

Dr. Henry Louis Gates, Jr. and his team use genealogical detective work and cutting-edge DNA analysis.
Gates guides twenty-one guests—including three of his viewers—deep into their family trees, revealing
surprising stories that transcend borders, illuminating an American root system fortified by its diversity.

Gordon Ramsay: Uncharted

Gordon Ramsay dives, rappels, kayaks, forages, and fishes his way through a global adventure in search of
the world’s most incredible food.

High On The Hog

Host Stephen Satterfield travels across the United States to uncover how African-American cuisine has
fueled social justice movements, transformed communities and awakened cultural creativity in America in
powerful and lasting ways.

History's Greatest Mysteries

History's Greatest Mysteries unpacks the top theories surrounding the world’s most enigmatic unsolved
mysteries with contributions from top experts. Host Laurence Fishburne takes us through these unsolved
crimes, lost treasures, deaths and disappearances of famous figures, and much more, exploring possible
explanations to some of the world’s most confounding events.



Hostage

Hosted by Dan Gordon. On October 7th 2023 Hersh Goldberg Polin was attending a music festival when
3000 Hamas terrorists invaded Southern Israel bent on murdering every Jew they could find. His left arm
was blown off by a grenade and he was taken hostage. His mother is fighting to bring him home.

How Disney Built America

The nonfiction series explores the history of Walt Disney, one of America’s most inspiring and impactful
visionaries and unveils how his iconic brand, fueled by the creation of beloved characters, cherished family
films, thrilling theme parks, and more, continues to shape generations as a cultural phenomenon.

How To With John Wilson

Continuing his heartfelt mission of self-discovery, exploration, and observation, John Wilson films fellow
New Yorkers while giving everyday advice on deceptively simple topics like How To Clean Your Ears or How
To Watch The Game, bringing new perspectives to the way we look at and think about the world.

Life On Our Planet

This series reimagines extinct species and spectacles on an epic scale.

A Look Into Our America

A Look Into Our America spotlights Asian Pacific Islanders in America today. An inside look on how the
culture & traditions go hand-in-hand with our lifestyle with a goal to inform, engage and empower through
conversations held with compelling guests and topics that are truly relatable to our daily lives.

My Next Guest With David Letterman And John Mulaney

John Mulaney returns to his Chicago high school with David Letterman as they candidly discuss addiction,
fatherhood and the state of stand-up comedy.

Never Say Never With Jeff Jenkins

Travel journalist Jeff Jenkins travels the world testing the limits of his physical abilities; throughout his
global odyssey, Jeff makes deep connections with locals and learns not just about the world, but also about
himself.

On A Quest: With Jaswant

On A Quest: with Jaswant is told from a filmmaker's perspective; he explores beautiful countries, cities,
small towns, and remote villages to learn and document untold stories, history, hidden wonders, arts,
culture, food, people, and places.

An Oprah Special: Shame, Blame And The Weight Loss Revolution

Oprah Winfrey hosts a sit-down conversation with the country's leading medical experts and everyday
people around the radical impact of prescription weight loss medications.

Orlando Bloom: To The Edge

Orlando Bloom embarks on a physical and mental journey of self-discovery as he learns how to wingsuit,
free dive and rock climb.

OWN Spotlight: Oprah & Angela Bassett

OWN Spotlight presentations tackle issues and concerns facing Black lives. The programs feature candid
and in-depth conversations that create real dialogue to inspire systematic change. In this special, Oprah
hosts an intimate conversation with legendary actress Angela Bassett in celebration of her recent honorary
Academy Award.



Prosecuting Evil With Kelly Siegler

Giving viewers unprecedented insight into the most shocking murder investigations and trials in Texas
history, Prosecuting Evil chronicles the cases of former Harris County prosecutor, Kelly Siegler, and her
renowned colleagues, who’ve worked tirelessly alongside investigators, witnesses, and victim’s family
members to get killers into courtrooms and behind bars.

Qué Delicia: El Sabor De América

Chef Jesus Diaz explores his hometown of Miami. Jesus visits a Venezuelan bakery that brings back
bittersweet memories. From a chef’s modern twists on her parents' Cuban classics to Argentinian brothers
living their dream, Jesus celebrates the ties that bind the culinary heritage of Latin America to all the
Americas.

The Reluctant Traveler With Eugene Levy

Actor and nervous explorer, Eugene Levy, steps out of his comfort zone for a whirlwind tour of the world's
most beautiful and intriguing destinations.

Revolt Black News Weekly

REVOLT Black News Weekly presents unfiltered conversation about current events with the leaders of Black
culture including artists, activists, politicians, experts and more. Hosted by industry veteran Mara S.
Campo, REVOLT Black News Weekly covers untapped, underreported, and misconceived stories relevant to
both Black culture and communities.

Ride With Norman Reedus

Join Walking Dead star and motorcycle enthusiast Norman Reedus on epic road trips around the world.
Each episode features Reedus and a riding companion- a fellow actor, musician, or friend, exploring local
culture and seeking adventure on the road.

Roots Of Comedy With Jesus Trejo

Part comedy, part social commentary, part travelogue, the series follows host Mexican-American comedian
Jesus Trejo as he embarks on telling the “stories behind the laughs,” revealing how the most memorable
stand-up comedy traces back to the roots of a community.

Somebody Feed Phil

Globe-trotting gourmand Phil Rosenthal samples and savors culinary delights from Dubai, Edinburgh, Kyoto
and more in this series.

Trippin' With Anthony Anderson And Mama Doris

Anthony Anderson owes his Mama Doris as she gave up her dreams of acting to raise him. As a token of
his appreciation, he’s treating her to the trip of lifetime – a six-week European excursion for her first time
to experience a cultural vacation filled with history and luxury.

True Crime Story: It Couldn’t Happen Here

This true crime docuseries hosted by Hilarie Burton Morgan follows the twists and turns of murder cases
from small towns across America, where many know both the victims and the perpetrators.

The Unbelievable With Dan Aykroyd

Hosted by Dan Aykroyd, this series reveals the strangest-but-true stories in human history through
recreation, graphics, arresting archival and experts that dive into the historical record to explain the how
and why. It’s a bizarro barrage of people, places and events that prove just how weird our world can be.

End of Category



Outstanding Structured Reality Program

All Elite Wrestling Dynamite

AEW: Dynamite features world-renowned professional wrestlers showcasing their incredible athleticism,
charisma and creativity in front of raucous crowds every Wednesday night from different cities across the
US, Canada and UK.

Antiques Roadshow

Antiques Roadshow travels annually in search of America’s hidden treasures, capturing tales of family
heirlooms, flea market finds and items saved from attics, while experts reveal fascinating truths and
current market values. Roadshow features moments that are at turns jaw-dropping, life-changing, and
bittersweet—but always deeply human and unfailingly captivating.

Bar Rescue

Host Jon Taffer gives failing bars one last shot.

Best Of The Worst

Best of the Worst is a regularly-released series in which members of Red Letter Media watch and review
multiple films ranging from B-movies to instructional videos, sometimes sent in by fans. After viewing and
riffing on the films, a rotating panel of four sit to discuss what they just watched.

Botched

Dr. Paul Nassif and Terry Dubrow take on complex cases all while keeping the laughs rolling with their
bromance and banter. The doctors consult with a series of hopeful patients as they unveil catastrophic
trauma from past surgeries gone wrong, birth defects and horrific accidents.

Catfish: The TV Show

Join Nev and Kamie as they brave the dark waters of the internet on their quest to peel back the digital
masks of scammers, lovers, and liars.

Celebrity IOU

Celebrity IOU is a blockbuster series where Hollywood A-listers express their gratitude to individuals who
have had a major impact on their lives with surprise home renovations that bring everyone to tears. Drew
and Jonathan Scott help each celebrity with a special renovation.

Chrissy & Dave Dine Out

Chrissy Teigen, David Chang and Joel Kim Booster take viewers to must-try restaurants in Los Angeles.
David gets his hands dirty in the back of house with the restaurant’s chef, while Chrissy and Joel host an
entertaining dinner party with undeniably delicious food and great conversation.

Couple To Throuple

Four couples spend a month in paradise, where they experiment with bringing a third love into their
relationship by dating a whole host of singles.

Couples Therapy

Couples Therapy brings viewers into the authentic experience of weekly therapy with couples.

Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives

Guy Fieri has traveled all over looking for the best diners, drive-ins and dives, highlighting great
restaurants that have been doing it right for decades. From tried-and-true favorites, to updated twists on
classics, Guy gives viewers a roadmap to great food finds and a spotlight for the people creating them.



Enamorandonos: Recargado

Enamorándonos: Recargado is a weekly, Spanish-language, reality show where single people come looking
for a love interest. The core purpose is to form love relationships, celebrate love in all its forms, and
promote understanding and communication between couples.

Encounter Party

Encounter Party is an improvised TV show where 7 actors use the rules of Dungeons & Dragons to create
an epic fantasy adventure in real-time. Over 22 episodes, performers collaborate to navigate a mystery
thriller that encourages audiences to use their own creativity to join the adventure.

The Golden Wedding

After lifetimes of love and loss and a whirlwind journey on The Golden Bachelor, Gerry Turner and Theresa
Nist walk down the aisle to begin their next chapter.

Kitchen Nightmares

Chef Gordon Ramsay hits the road to help struggling restaurants in the United States turn their luck
around. Ramsay's ultimate goal is to make the restaurants he visits popular and profitable, but it's up to
the restaurateurs to take his advice and turn their business nightmare into the American dream.

Love Is Blind

Singles in Charlotte shake up their search for love by entering the pods and embarking on a wild journey of
romance and self-discovery over four weeks.

The Magic Prank Show With Justin Willman

Magician, comedian, and expert trickster Justin Willman and his crew pull elaborate pranks on
unsuspecting targets to help real people get payback.

My Lottery Dream Home

My Lottery Dream Home stars David Bromstad who crisscrosses the country to help his clients find fantasy
homes with their newly attained fortunes.

The Prank Panel

The Prank Panel lets everyday people pitch pranks targeting family members, friends and co-workers to a
panel of the world's greatest pranksters.

Queer Eye

The Fab Five return to the city of New Orleans to jazz up the lives of the city's heroes — one emotional
makeover at a time.

Rebuilding Black Wall Street

Rebuilding Black Wall Street chronicles the reconstruction of the Greenwood District of Tulsa, which was
destroyed in the 1921 massacre. Over the course of six episodes, host Morris Chestnut and a design team
guide us through Tulsa's history and the personal journeys of the cast.

Ridiculousness

From unbelievable fails to wacky pranks gone wrong and everything in between, Rob Dyrdek dives into the
funniest videos on the internet alongside co-host Steelo Brim, and a variety of special guests.

Shark Tank

Shark Tank features the Sharks – tough, self-made, multimillionaire and billionaire tycoons – as they invest
in America’s best businesses and products. The Sharks will give people from all walks of life the chance to
chase the American Dream and potentially secure business deals that could make them millionaires.



60 Days In

60 Days In features everyday citizens who volunteer to go behind bars at the Pitt County Detention Center.
Led by Sheriff Paula S. Dance, the state’s first female African American Sheriff, the program strives to help
unearth problems within the facility and bring about positive change.

Special Forces: World's Toughest Test

Sixteen celebrities face challenges from the playbook of the Special Forces selection process.

Twin Love

Twin Love is a social dating experiment that explores the love lives of identical twins. Ten sets of twins will
be split up and placed into two houses, creating identical casts, where they'll begin a unique and
compelling search for love.

The Ultimatum: Marry Or Move On

Five new couples test their commitment by pairing up with different partners in another season of this
social experiment.

We're Here

We’re Here follows renowned drag queens, Sasha, Priyanka, Jaida and Latrice, as they continue their
mission of spreading love and connection through the art of drag across small-town America. The queens
work with participants, taking an immersive look at recent anti-LGBTQ+ legislation and its effect on
communities throughout the U.S.

End of Category



Outstanding Unstructured Reality Program

Below Deck Down Under

Captain Jason and Chief Stew Aesha reunite for another season on the vintage M/Y Northern Sun, with a
lively new crew and wild guests in the stunning waters of Cairns, Australia – the gateway to the Great
Barrier Reef.

Big Freedia Means Business

Big Freedia is back and bigger than ever! In control of her life and brand, her HUSTLE is off the charts. Still
shaking up the dance floor, now she’s shaking up the business world. Girl, down! Cheer on the hardest
twerkin’ diva in the business.

The D'Amelio Show

From relative obscurity and seemingly normal life to being thrust into the Hollywood limelight almost
overnight, the D’Amelio's are faced with new challenges and opportunities they could not have imagined.

Dance Moms: The Reunion

Dance Moms: The Reunion features fan favorites JoJo Siwa, Chloe Lukasiak, Brooke Hyland, Paige Hyland,
Kendall Vertes and Kalani Hilliker together as they take a look back at the show that became a worldwide
pop culture sensation and made them household names.

Deadliest Catch

As Alaskan crab prices reach all-time highs, a new generation ventures to the Bering Sea hoping to earn
their share of the sky-rocketing payday. But when high crab prices lure Russian vessels, rookie and
veteran captains must band together to defend America’s most valuable fishing grounds from an external
threat.

The Family Stallone

This season, after four decades as one of Los Angeles’ most famous families, the Stallones are leaving
Hollywood for good and moving east.

Friends In Low Places

Garth Brooks and Trisha Yearwood embark on building the honky-tonk of their dreams in Nashville. Paying
tribute to his roots, Garth enlists the help of friends and an all-star hospitality group to open the four-story
bar on Lower Broadway.

Gold Rush

The price of gold has never been higher or competition greater. Filmed by embedded teams over five
months, Gold Rush follows three mine crews as they battle succession, addiction, breakdowns, and the
elements in a race to get to the gold before winter freezes their hopes and ambitions.

Grand Cayman: Secrets In Paradise

This docusoap follows a group of uber-rich and on-the-rise locals and expats navigating the rocky waters of
their relationships, friendships and careers in the paradise that is Grand Cayman.

The Grand Tour: Eurocrash

Jeremy, Richard and James head to Central Europe on a road trip nobody has ever thought of, in cars
nobody would ever dream of. This epic 1400-mile journey takes them from Gdańsk in Poland, through
Slovakia, Hungary and Slovenia.



The Grand Tour: Sand Job

In the remote African country of Mauritania, our trio follow in the footsteps of the legendary Paris-Dakar
rally. Instead of bespoke Dakar racers, the boys must complete their journey in modified highly desirable
sports cars, but high mileage ones that have been bought on a budget.

Jerrod Carmichael Reality Show

Jerrod Carmichael Reality Show is a darkly funny series about Jerrod’s tumultuous quest for love, sex, and
truth.

Jersey Shore Family Vacation

The Shore family is back to heat things up, from the shocking return of Sammi “Sweetheart” Giancola to
Sammi reuniting with her ex when Ronnie Ortiz-Magro joins the trip in Nashville. Jersey Shore Family
Vacation will bring revelations, confrontations, and reunions years in the making.

The Kardashians

The family heads to Cabo San Lucas, but Kourtney and Kim get into a heated argument that changes the
dynamic of the trip.

Kevin Hart’s Muscle Car Crew

After Kevin Hart bought each of his closest friends their dream car, they decide to build a garage/home
base in the Atlanta area. The crew go on a journey to learn everything they can about car culture while
locating and opening this brick & mortar spot.

The Last Cowboy

The Last Cowboy chronicles the lives of the cowboys and cowgirls competing in the high-stakes sport of
horse reining. Culminating in a $1M competition, the series follows the reiners as they prepare for the
biggest bout in the sport’s history: The Run for a Million.

Life Below Zero

Faced with the growing uncertainty of Mother Nature’s volatile whims, Alaskans must push their boundaries
and enter a new dawn of survival.

Love On The Spectrum U.S.

Single people with autism — including new romantic hopefuls and familiar faces — search for the perfect
partner in this dating reality series.

Love Undercover

Pro athletes have it all: extreme wealth, adoring fans, lavish lifestyles. But fame and fortune can come at
the price of true love. These 5 international soccer stars are going undercover in the US to find love for
who they are, not what they have.

Luann & Sonja: Welcome To Crappie Lake

A fish-out-of-water story, Luann and Sonja: Welcome to Crappie Lake follows socialites Luann de Lesseps
and Sonja Morgan of The Real Housewives of New York City as they pack up their trunks and help spruce
up a small Midwest town that was devastated by the pandemic.

The McBee Dynasty: Real American Cowboys

The high-stakes ranching and farming world of McBee Farm & Cattle is on the brink of becoming either a
billion-dollar business or a financial disaster.



Meet Me In Rome

Ready to risk it all for love, three real women arrive in Rome and become leading ladies in their very own
rom-com. Handsome suitors and steamy romance await – will our leading ladies find the love they’re
looking for or leave as single as they came?

Naked And Afraid

After disrobing and entering uninhabited wilderness completely naked, two survivalists meet for the first
time. To make it 21 days in the wild, they must constantly strategize to solve problems and overcome both
physical and mental obstacles—while putting their lives in the hands of a stranger they’ve just met.

90 Day Fiancé: The Other Way

Americans move to a foreign country all in the name of love, facing challenges like culture shock and
winning over soon-to-be in-laws, all while trying to make it down the aisle. Will uprooting their lives in the
United States pay off, or will they be moving back to America brokenhearted?

Paris In Love

Paris Hilton and her husband welcome their first child in secret as a way to protect him from the media,
which throws her family for a loop. As she learns to navigate motherhood and career demands, Paris also
drops a bombshell memoir revealing decades of traumas, rocking her world.

Project Greenlight: A New Generation

Project Greenlight pulls back the curtain on the filmmaking process from start to finish, offering a unique,
360-look into selected director Meko Winbush’s experience as she directs her first feature film, Gray
Matter. Issa Rae, Kumail Nanjiani, and Gina Prince-Bythewood serve as mentors throughout the season.

The Real Housewives Of Salt Lake City

The Real Housewives of Salt Lake City delves into the undiscovered world of Salt Lake City within an
exclusive social circle made up of seven successful women who’ve created their own paradise filled with
luxury homes, shopping sprees and multi-million-dollar businesses.

The Real Housewives Ultimate Girls Trip: RHONY Legacy

The Real Housewives Ultimate Girls Trip: RHONY Legacy reunites pop culture icons Kelly Killoren Bensimon,
Luann de Lesseps, Dorinda Medley, Sonja Morgan, Ramona Singer and Kristen Taekman as they jet off to
beautiful St. Barths for an epic adventure of a lifetime.

Running Wild With Bear Grylls: The Challenge

Running Wild With Bear Grylls is back with new episodes featuring some of the biggest celebrities learning
to survive with Bear out in the wild!

RuPaul's Drag Race: Untucked

RuPaul's Drag Race: Untucked takes you behind-the-scenes for all of the shade, struggles and laughter
that you didn't see on the runway while the queens anxiously await their fates backstage as they compete
to become America's Next Drag Superstar.

Selling Sunset

The agents hustle to move houses in a tough market, but bad blood and unfinished business could bring
down what they've built. Can they keep it together?

Sister Wives

With four wives and 18 children, the Brown household has more than their fair share of family drama. Kody
Brown and his wives share an intimate glimpse into their relationship, and both the challenges and the joys
at the heart of this unconventional family structure.



Summer House

Summer House follows a group of friends who, after toiling away at their jobs in the city during the week,
share a house in the Hamptons on the weekends. Booze-filled brunches, charity galas, bonfires and drama-
filled romances are on the docket for the young professionals in their summer playground.

Theresa Caputo: Raising Spirits

Theresa Caputo: Raising Spirits follows Theresa as she explores the next phase of her personal life and
embarks on the tour, Theresa Caputo Live! The author shares her incredible gift as a medium while
balancing new family dynamics like divorce and becoming a grandmother.

Unlocked: A Jail Experiment

At an Arkansas detention facility, a sheriff implements a radical social experiment to grant men who are
incarcerated more agency.

Vanderpump Rules

Vanderpump Rules returns as the former SURvers attempt to pick up the pieces following a scandal that
jolted the tight-knit friend group. With resentments, forgiveness and shifting alliances, they attempt to
navigate the lines drawn in the sand while rebuilding friendships, developing their businesses and healing
from past relationships.

Vanderpump Villa

Follows the hand-picked crew of Lisa Vanderpump's opulent French villa as they live and cooperate to
satisfy each extravagant want of their affluent visitors.

Welcome To Wrexham

Rob McElhenney and Ryan Reynolds run Wrexham Football Club as they try to create an underdog story
the world can root for. From Hollywood to Wales, the docuseries tracks their crash course in ownership and
the interwoven fates of a team and a town.

End of Category



Outstanding Reality Competition Program

Alone

This competition series places ten survivalists alone in a punishing, isolated wilderness location with one
mission: stay alive as long as they can for a chance to win a $500,000 cash prize. With no teams, no
camera crews, and no gimmicks, Alone is the ultimate test of human will.

The Amazing Race

The Amazing Race is a reality-competition series in which eleven 2-person teams, each with a pre-existing
relationship, race around the world while struggling to avoid elimination and vying to win a grand prize of
one million dollars.

America's Funniest Home Videos

From practical jokes to home improvement plans gone awry, to animal mishaps and just flat out strange
behavior, this hilarious show pulls out all the stops to present everyday people caught on tape in their most
embarrassing moments!

America's Got Talent: Fantasy League

In America’s Got Talent: Fantasy League, hosted by Terry Crews, judges Simon Cowell, Heidi Klum, Howie
Mandel and Mel B each build a roster of their favorite acts and guide them throughout the competition, as
each act hopes to be crowned the ultimate champion.

American Idol

American Idol returns with a season full of talent from all genres. With hopefuls auditioning from all over
the country, all-star judges Katy Perry, Lionel Richie & Luke Bryan, and host, Ryan Seacrest, continue to
search for the next American Idol.

American Ninja Warrior

American Ninja Warrior revamped its format for Season 15, introducing side by side racing on its giant
obstacle courses. For only the third time in the series' history, a million dollar winner was crowned: a
teenager who was born with Cerebral Palsy.

Battle On The Beach

Battle on the Beach features three teams of home renovators coached by mentors and design experts
Taniya Nayak, Ty Pennington and Alison Victoria who work nonstop to complete weekly renovation
challenges across three seaside homes. The team adding the most value wins a $50,000 prize.

Bet On Black

Special Guest Judge Ray J joins Pinky Cole, Bun B., Van Lathan and Melanie Gatewood Hall as the 5
finalists take their last stand on the main stage to show the judges they have what it takes to win the
$200,000 grand prize.

The Big Nailed It! Baking Challenge

After tasting hundreds of terrible treats, Nicole and Jacques decided it was time to taste DELICIOUS treats!
They brought 10 inexperienced bakers together in a competition to turn their skills from “oh no” to pro!
With the guidance of well-known pastry chef mentors, the baker who improves the most wins.

Bobby's Triple Threat

Bobby Flay handpicks one elite chef to compete against his trio of Titans. The Titans goal: to protect the
$25,000 prize at all costs. If, however, the competing chef can out-cook the three Titans, they leave with
all the cash and become lifetime members of the Titan Club.



The Boulet Brothers' Dragula

The Boulet Brothers welcome an all new cast.

Buddy Games

Six teams of four friends reunite to compete in an assortment of physical and mental challenges.

Celebrity Family Food Battle

Today's biggest stars and their family members face off in this cooking competition inspired by Hollywood
hits.

The Challenge: Battle For A New Champion

This season, returning contenders are hungry for their first victory, competing against each other and
legendary Challenge champions in a fight for the throne.

Chopped

Chopped is a cooking competition show that is all about skill, speed and ingenuity where four up-and-
coming chefs compete before three expert judges and take everyday items and turn them into an
extraordinary three-course-meal. Course by course, the chefs will be chopped from the competition until
only one winner remains.

Claim To Fame

Co-hosted by siblings Kevin and Frankie Jonas, 12 celebrity relatives step outside their famous family
members' shadows and live together under one roof, concealing their identities in the quest for their own
fame and fortune. They compete in challenges and play DNA detective in hopes of avoiding elimination for
$100,000.

Crime Scene Kitchen

A culinary guessing game in which bakers must decode what type of dessert was made, when all that's left
are a few clues. They have to recreate the recipe and the jury will determine how closely it matches the
missing dessert.

Dancing With The Stars

Dancing with the Stars is co-hosted by Alfonso Ribeiro and Julianne Hough pairing celebrities with ballroom
dancers to compete in choreographed dances judged by renowned experts, including Carrie Ann Inaba,
Bruno Tonioli, and Derek Hough.

Deal Or No Deal Island

Players compete in challenges to find briefcases hidden around the island worth over $200 million - then
try to beat the Banker in a game of Deal or No Deal.

Farmer Wants A Wife

Hosted by Jennifer Nettles, Farmer Wants a Wife follows four farmers in search of real, lasting love. Each
farmer hosts a group of single women who leave behind city life for the charms and challenges of country
living, as they embark on an adventure that could change their lives forever.

The GOAT

14 reality superstars move into GOAT Manor to face off in a brand new, hilarious competition show, hosted
by Daniel Tosh. They will compete in over 20 challenges, earning and breaking one another's trust as they
battle it out for $200k…and the title of Greatest Of All Time.



The Golden Bachelor

One hopeless romantic is given a second chance at love in the search for a partner with whom to share the
sunset years of life.

Gordon Ramsay's Food Stars

Gordon Ramsay hunts for new food and drink entrepreneurs; contestants must prove they possess the raw
ingredients required to succeed -- drive, dedication, creativity, passion and talent; the last entrepreneur
standing earns a life-changing reward.

The Great American Baking Show

Hosts Zach Cherry & Casey Wilson welcome America’s best amateur bakers to the iconic white tent, where
they’ll need to wow judges Paul Hollywood and Prue Leith to become the next Baking Show champion.

The Great American Recipe

Join host Alejandra Ramos and judges Leah Cohen, Tiffany Derry and Graham Elliot as a new group of
talented home cooks showcase signature dishes, share heartfelt stories and compete to win the national
search for The Great American Recipe.

House Of Villains

10 notorious villains meet their match as they must outsmart, out-manipulate and out-scheme each other
through a series of challenges in order to win a $200,000 cash prize and the title of America’s Ultimate
Supervillain.

I Can See Your Voice

A celebrity panel tries to guess the skilled vocalists from the tone-deaf singers without hearing them sing,
with the help of a tone-deaf detective team.

Ink Master

In this high-stakes elimination competition, tattoo artists from around the world create one-of-a-kind
artwork to test their skills against their peers for a $100,000 cash prize and the title of Ink Master. The
series is hosted by Joel Madden with judges Ryan Ashley, DJ Tambe, and Nikko Hurtado.

Is It Cake?

With more stunning cakes and more shocking fakes, the competition is bigger than ever as bakers fool
celebrity judges with their delicious deceptions.

LEGO Masters

Teams of two LEGO enthusiasts compete against each other in ambitious brick-building challenges for a
cash prize, the ultimate LEGO trophy and the grand title of LEGO Master.

Love Island

Love Island USA features a group of sexy singles on a search for love in a beautiful villa. Throughout their
stay in a tropical oasis, Islanders will couple up to face brand new heart-racing challenges and bigger twists
and turns than ever before.

Make Me Scream

Hosted by horror fanatics Tempestt Bledsoe and Darryl M. Bell, this hilariously horrifying Halloween special
features three celebrity teams that embark on a game where they must face a series of bone-chilling scare
zones while trying NOT to scream, in order to take home the prestigious Medal of Mayhem.



The Masked Singer

A top-secret singing competition in which celebrities face off against each other and appear in elaborate
costumes with full-face masks to conceal their identities.

Morimoto’s Sushi Master

Chef Masaharu Morimoto tests the sushi skills of eight expert chefs, alongside fellow judges J. Kenji-Alt and
Dakota Weiss. The chefs create sushi platters, Omakase service and more, hoping to win a cash prize and
the title of Sushi Master.

Naked And Afraid: Last One Standing

Twelve survivalists enter into the African wilderness empty-handed and naked. Deploying their primitive
survival skills for 45 days, they must adapt to a hostile landscape by sourcing food, water, and shelter--
while also pushing through bushcraft elimination challenges until only one survivalist is left as the last one
standing.

Next Level Chef

Chefs Gordon Ramsay, Nyesha Arrington and Richard Blais recruit talented chefs and take them under their
wings as they face unique cooking challenges in a one-of-a-kind culinary gauntlet with the goal of finding
the food world's newest superstar.

OMG Fashun

OMG Fashun, hosted by Julia Fox and Law Roach, inspires pioneering fashion disruptors to upend
traditional style convention, break the rules and redefine cool. Each episode challenges three disruptors to
create a boundary-breaking look. The disruptor with the most eye-catching, cutting-edge look is crowned
the winner.

Penn & Teller: Fool Us

Aspiring magicians are invited to perform their best trick to try and fool the world-famous team of Penn &
Teller, who will get to see the trick only once. Anyone who succeeds wins the right to perform with Penn &
Teller in their show at the Rio in Las Vegas.

Rock The Block

Hosted by Ty Pennington, four teams of HGTV’s powerhouse experts face-off in an epic home renovation
battle in Treasure Island, Florida. The teams have six weeks and a $250,000 budget to renovate attached
waterfront homes, each featuring a pool, boat dock and dazzling views of Boca Ciega Bay.

RuPaul’s Drag Race

RuPaul’s Drag Race is a reality competition show hosted by world famous drag performer RuPaul.
Contestants compete in design, comedy, dancing, and lip sync challenges while vying for the crown and
coveted title of “America’s Next Drag Superstar.”

Secret Chef

A radical twist on cooking competition as chefs live in complete isolation and anonymously rank each
other’s food via a series of blind tastings. With their identities concealed, everything will be hidden except
the one thing that matters most … the food.

So You Think You Can Dance

Contestants compete in various intense dance challenges to secure their place in the So You Think You Can
Dance studio and to become America's best dancer.

Squid Game: The Challenge

In this reality competition show inspired by Squid Game, 456 players put their skills to the ultimate test for
a life-changing $4.56 million prize.



Survivor

18 strangers travel to the islands of Fiji to see who will have what it takes to outwit, outplay, and outlast all
the rest and claim the million dollar prize.

Top Chef

Top Chef serves up fresh flavors, new rules and unexpected twists for season 21 with new host Kristen
Kish, head judge Tom Colicchio and perennial judge Gail Simmons, as 15 talented, rising star chefs and
James Beard nominees from across the country vie for the coveted title across Wisconsin.

Tough As Nails

Tough As Nails is a competition series about Americans who roll up their sleeves and get their hands dirty
to keep America running. Competitors are tested for their strength, endurance, life skills and mental
toughness in challenges that take place at real-world job sites.

Tournament Of Champions

Guy Fieri hosts the ultimate bracket-style culinary tournament where 32 talented chefs representing the
east and west go head-to-head in sudden-death matches where the randomizer determines the elements
of the challenge and their fate is decided by a panel of food icon judges.

The Traitors

In a remote castle in the Scottish Highlands, Alan Cumming hosts 21 larger-than-life personalities who
compete in a series of challenges to win a cash prize of up to $250,000. The catch? The contestants coined
"the Traitors" devise a plan to steal the prize from the contestants coined "the Faithful.”

Ugliest House In America

Things get ugly in this series, Ugliest House in America. Comedian Retta tours properties nominated by
homeowners who believe their design-challenged home is one of the worst in the country and hope to win
a showstopping $150,000 renovation by Alison Victoria.

The Voice

America's best undiscovered talent goes head-to-head on teams led by four of today's biggest musical
icons, who playfully compete against each other while mentoring these inspiring singers in search of the
next superstar Voice.

End of Category



Outstanding Game Show

Barmageddon

Barmageddon follows Blake Shelton and Carson Daly as they open the doors to Blake's Ole Red bar in
Nashville. Celebrity friends play against each other in a series of over-the-top bar games.

Cash Cab Music

Unsuspecting taxi passengers become contestants in a music trivia game show on wheels. Host Adam
Growe tests their musical knowledge. Correct answers win money. Wrong answers earn strikes. Like
baseball, three strikes, you’re out. At their destination, riders can double their money by singing the
answer on Cash Cab Karaoke.

Celebrity Family Feud

Celebrity Family Feud’s host, Steve Harvey, pits celebrities and their families against each other to guess
the most popular responses to a survey-type question posed to 100 people to see who will win the grand
prize for their selected charities.

Celebrity Squares

Celebrity guests help contestants answer Black pop culture trivia questions on this tic-tac-toe game show
hosted by DC Young Fly.

The Floor

Hosted by Rob Lowe, The Floor sees 100 quiz fanatics face-off in quiz duels on a giant LED floor divided
into one hundred equal squares, each representing its own field of knowledge. The ultimate goal is to
conquer the entire floor and take home a $250,000 cash prize.

Funny You Should Ask

Funny You Should Ask’s fast-paced game delivers non-stop punch lines and laughter daily with host Jon
Kelley and six comedy legends.

Game Changer

A game show where the game changes every show! Players have no idea what game they are about to
play.

Generation Gap

Kelly Ripa hosts a comedy quiz game show featuring family members of different generations who work
together to answer questions about each other's generations.

Jeopardy!

Jeopardy! is a quiz show with a unique answer-and-question format. Jeopardy! is hosted by Ken Jennings.

Let's Make A Deal Primetime

Hosted by Wayne Brady, Let's Make a Deal Primetime is the gameshow where audience members dress in
their wackiest outfits to compete for cash and prizes by striking deals, while avoiding the dreaded Zonk.

Name That Tune

The musical game show tests contestants' music knowledge as they battle it out in an assortment of
challenging musical games for cash and prizes.



Password

Hosted by Keke Palmer, Password features contestants partnered with ongoing contestant Jimmy Fallon
and another notable personality as they face-off in the ultimate game of words. In the ten hourlong
episodes the celebrity/contestant duos compete for cash and prizes by guessing a secret password using
only one-word clues.

Person, Place Or Thing

A modern take on the age-old game of 20 Questions intersperses comedy with common knowledge; host
Melissa Peterman.

Pictionary

A contestant must draw an image that depicts a word or phrase that is randomly chosen; their teammates
must guess what the word or phrase is; host Jerry O'Connell.

Press Your Luck

In Press Your Luck, hosted by Elizabeth Banks, three contestants compete against each other, answering
questions to earn spins on the Big Board. The contestants use their spins to win cash and prizes, while
avoiding the WHAMMY, which could ultimately leave them with nothing.

The Price Is Right At Night

Hosted by Drew Carey, The Price is Right invites contestants to come on down in primetime, where they
play for even bigger cash and prizes.

Snake Oil

Snake Oil challenges contestants to choose a pair of entrepreneurs and learn about their unique products
through an infomercial, and by quizzing the business representative themselves. With the help of their
celebrity advisors, the contestants must then decide who is selling an authentic product and who is
hawking a sham.

25 Words Or Less

The host invites contestants and celebrities to team up and take on the challenge of playing a guessing
game using only 25 words.

The Wall

Everyday people battle a variety of trivia questions and a 40-foot wall for a chance to win millions of
dollars. Each pair of contestants, from siblings to spouses to best friends, has a plan to use the life-
changing winnings for good. But defeating the wall is no easy feat.

We Are Family

Anthony Anderson and his mother, Doris Bowman, host this music-centric competition showcasing the non-
famous relatives of celebrities performing duets with their hidden famous family member. Featured
celebrities range from musicians and professional athletes to actors and beyond.

Weakest Link

Jane Lynch hosts. In each episode, eight contestants enter the studio as total strangers but must work
together to bank the maximum amount of prize money available in each round.

Wheel Of Fortune

Pat Sajak and Vanna White host contestants spinning the Wheel to earn cash and prizes by calling letters
and solving puzzles. Successful spins build a special progressive jackpot that can be won by the contestant
in the bonus round and a lucky viewer.



End of Category


